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We apologise

In the previous edition of The Franchise Review, we regret 
that an advertorial (‘Relying on a franchise agreement is 
not managing risk’) may have been interpreted by some 
readers as having made incorrect assumptions relating to 
LJ Hooker Corporate.

The Franchise Council of Australia acknowledges 
that LJ Hooker Corporate is a leading franchisor with 
an exceptional track record, and apologises for  any 
misinterpretation  that LJ Hooker Corporate had failed to 
act appropriately.
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‘The FCA has its mojo back’ was perhaps 
the quote of the day from one of our 
award winners at the national MYOB FCA 
Excellence in Franchising Awards Gala 
Dinner, closing with a positive buzz on what 
has been a memorable and vibrant National 
Franchise Convention 2016 (NFC16).  

Attending the NFC event for the first time, I was impressed 
by the delegates’ energy, passion for and commitment 
to franchising. It was invigorating to see the Hall of Fame 
members captivated by the NextGen initiative and offering to 
mentor the finalists. It is this type of contribution that shows 
real leadership and commitment to the franchising sector. 
I’d like to offer the best of luck to David Lindsay from Salts of 
the Earth when he competes against the international finalists 
at the IFA Annual Convention in the United States from 29 
January to 1 February 2017. 

The FCA continues to be at the forefront, leading the legislative, 
regulatory and public policy debates that impact the franchise 
sector in Australia. During the NFC16 in Canberra, a delegation 
of FCA members took the opportunity to meet with key 
political leaders: Minister for Small Business, the Hon Michael 
McCormack MP; Minister for Employment, Senator the Hon 
Michaelia Cash; Minister for Education and Training, Senator 
the Hon Simon Birmingham; the Treasurer, the Hon Scott 
Morrison MP; Prime Minister the Hon Malcolm Turnbull MP; 
and the Leader of the Opposition, the Hon Bill Shorten MP. 
This type of engagement has proven to be crucial, helping 
to build an understanding of franchising and forging new 
relationships with the Turnbull government. The meetings have 
been the catalyst for a stronger alliance with the government 
and the Fair Work Ombudsman. 

As we work through some of the challenges that the sector 
is facing with the government, we will keep members 
informed about the valuable work the FCA and the FCA 
Legal Committee are doing to ensure that franchising is well 

understood by policymakers, and that it continues to be a vital 
part of the economy. 

Our incredibly successful NFC16
The NFC16, held from 9 to 11 October in Canberra, proved 
to be a powerful collaboration of like-minded peers coming 
together to discuss best practice and elaborate on the theme of 
the year, 'innovation meets opportunity'.

As outlined in my address, this year’s convention was an 
opportunity to reflect on and celebrate the successes of 2016; 
to come together as a community, share stories and insights 
that fuel the creative spirit, and to build relationships that in the 
long term help us all to grow. 

Growth as a concept underpinned the conference theme of 
‘innovation’, which is quickly becoming a vital part of every 

A message from the 
CEO

BY DAMIAN PAULL, CEO, FRANCHISE COUNCIL OF AUSTRALIA

CEO Damian Paull
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business. Our challenge now is to harness the energy released 
by innovation, look for the ways in which we can disrupt 
ourselves and move forward, keeping pace with change 
and leading it wherever possible – and, as we reminded 
our politicians, franchising is where innovation delivers real 
economic value. 

Minister for Small Business, the Hon Michael McCormack MP 
clearly understands that message. A clear advocate for the 
small business community, we were thankful that he could 
open the NFC. We were also very lucky to have Natalie James, 
the Fair Work Ombudsman, who took the time to speak at our 
convention, highlighting the issues of joint employer liability and 
providing the necessary steps to push best practice into the 
franchise sector.  

We will continue working with the regulators of the sector to 
provide transparency and to position us at the forefront of the 
industry, where we can participate and lead on the issues that 
matter to the franchising community.

We were honoured that the following innovation and business 
leaders were keynote speakers at our convention: Peta 
Credlin, Sky News Contributor; Alex Malley, Chief Executive 
of CPA Australia and author of The Naked CEO; Dr Sam 
Prince, Founder of Zambrero; and Catherine Monson, CEO 
of FASTSIGNS International, among many others. These 
incredible industry leaders not only inspired the delegation to 
achieve more, but also reminded us how important it is to give 
back to the community. It was a pleasure to hear them speak at 
our convention. 

Aside from the inspiring keynotes, delegates also had the 
opportunity to network at an array of events, participate in 
concurrent sessions focused on topical issues, engage in the 
round table discussions, and hear from our Franchise Hall of 
Fame members and leaders of the best franchising systems 
in Australia.

Congratulations to the MYOB FCA Excellence in 
Franchising Awards winners
We extend our warm congratulations again to all the winners 
and finalists of this year’s MYOB FCA Excellence in Franchising 
Awards, which were presented at the Gala Dinner to conclude 
the convention. These awards honour the best and brightest 
franchise systems and individuals for their incredible 
commitment to excellence in franchising. 

It was truly humbling to see the hard work and dedication that 
these winners have put into their businesses. 

The winner of the prestigious Australian Established Franchisor 
of the Year Award was Poolwerx, with CEO and Founder John 
O’Brien accepting the award with a heartfelt speech. Natalie 
Brennan was this year’s Franchise Woman of the Year; Mrs 
Brennan started her career in the franchise sector at almost 
15 years old, and now, some three decades later, she’s still 
passionate about franchising and paving the way for other 
women in this sector. 

Finally, I would also like to welcome our newest Hall of Fame 
inductee, Murray d’Almeida, Chairman of BPS Technology and 
founder of Retail Food Group. Mr d’Almeida’s commitment, 
dedication and contribution to the franchising sector is 
unparalleled and we are proud to have him in our Franchising 
Hall of Fame.

The full list of winners can be viewed on page 7. You are all to 
be commended for your exceptional efforts, and we wish you all 
the very best for your future successes.

I also wish to acknowledge the contribution of the outgoing 
Chairman, Roger Wilson OAM, and welcome the incoming 
Chairman, Denis McFadden.

Finally, as we approach the end of 2016, our thoughts turn 
to family and friends, holidays and festive times – and, on 
that note, and on behalf of the FCA Board and the FCA team, 
we wish you a safe, happy and peaceful time filled with joy 
and hope as we look towards 2017 with energy, wonder and 
anticipation for what innovation may bring.     

Growth as a concept underpinned 
the conference theme of 
"Innovation", which is quickly 
becoming a vital part of every 
business

Matt Haller, IFA and Natalie James, Fair Work Ombudsman
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ULURU’S FIELD OF LIGHT TO GLOW 
UNTIL 2018

The Uluru-inspired work from British artist Bruce Munro has 
struck a chord with visitors since making its debut within sight 
of the much-revered monolith in April 2016. Ayers Rock Resort 
is now extending the installation, which has been a sell-out 
success since its opening, until 31 March 2018. 

The decision follows universal acclaim for the Australian 
version of Munro’s masterpiece. The United Kingdom’s 
Daily Telegraph called it ‘a joyous work of art, in every 
sense a brilliant intervention in the landscape’, while the 
Los Angeles Times said the site was the place for the 
‘ultimate night-time selfie’.

The solar-powered exhibition (the largest to date) is a carpet 
of 50,000 stems crowned with radiant frosted-glass spheres, 
all connected via illuminated optical fibre and planted in 
the red sand around tufts of spinifex. The spheres come 
to life as darkness falls over the Central Australian desert, 
complementing rather than competing with an outback sky 
glittering with countless stars.

The multi-award-winning Uluru Meeting Place, a state-of-
the-art conference centre at Ayers Rock Resort located in the 
spiritual heart of Australia, is arguably Australia’s most iconic 
event destination. The versatile conference complex boasts  

two large conference spaces with the capacity for up to  
306 delegates and 420 delegates respectively, with theatre-
style seating. 

Conference delegates can delve into Field of Light in several 
ways, from a special dinner under the night sky at the 
experiential artwork, with inclusions such as sparkling wine 
and canapés at sunset, accompanied by didgeridoo and an 
Indigenous performance, and followed by a three-course 
dinner showcasing bush ingredients, to an exclusive sunrise 
breakfast.   

For more information, contact: 
T: 02 8296 8067 
E: conferences@voyages.com.au 
W: www.ulurumeetingplace.com.au

Field of Light, the monumental art installation near Uluru, is extending its stay for 
another season.

a joyous work of art, in every sense a 
brilliant intervention in the landscape

– The Daily Telegraph

501139E_Voyages I 2252.indd   1 1/11/2016   11:19 AM
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As part of the National Franchise Convention 
2016 (NFC16), the Franchise Council of 
Australia (FCA) also honoured franchising’s best 
and brightest at the MYOB FCA Excellence in 
Franchising Awards Gala Dinner, with Poolwerx 
taking out two major awards: Established 
Franchisor of the Year, and Field Manager of the 
Year, which went to Stephen Halls. 

Founded 24 years ago, the business has evolved from a  
man-in-a-van operation into a model that supports big 
businesses with more than 106 partners operating close to 100 
stores and more than 300 vans.

‘I remember when I was nine years old, and I knew in my 
heart that I wanted to succeed. I wasn’t sure what it was that I 
wanted to do, but I knew I wanted success,’ says Poolwerx CEO 
and Founder, John O’Brien.

As innovation was the theme of the NFC16, O’Brien had some 
key messages about what it takes to be ahead of the crowd.

‘Having a culture of innovation is not enough: you also need a 
structure and strategy for innovation, rewards for innovation, people, 
and [an] environment in which it’s pretty cool to make mistakes and 
to push the boundaries. Sometimes mistakes are good.

‘If you don’t take your franchisees, or their staff or your staff 
along for the ride, the innovation dies on the vine. So, you 
must really have an inclusive process on bringing people into 
innovation, so that they feel a part of it. Communicate it well 
and train them well,’ he says.

Although Poolwerx took home two outstanding awards, O’Brien 
stayed humble and acknowledged his team.

‘Taking out the Established Franchisor of the Year is certainly 

a nice pat on the back for a job well done, but I don’t claim 
the win as my own, because none of the success we have 
generated would have been possible without the sum of all our 
Poolwerx family,’ says O’Brien.  

It seems like Poolwerx’s strategy is on track, as it continues to 
pave the way into international waters, with a recent expansion 
18 months ago into the United States in five states.

The FCA also welcomed a new inductee for 2016 into the 
Franchise Hall of Fame: Murray d’Almeida, founder of Retail 
Food Group and Chairman of BPS Technology Limited.

Mr d’Almeida has been involved directly and indirectly in the 
Australian franchise sector since 1978, and he became a 
member of the FAANZ in its second year of inception. 

Speaking to the delegates, Mr d’Almeida said that being 
recognised as an integral contributor to the sector was an honour. 

‘Being inducted into the Franchise Hall of Fame is 
particularly important, because it’s recognition from your 
peers. Fundamentally, in any sector, whatever you do, peer 
recognition is more important than any other recognition. 

‘I started franchising by accident when I was 15. I was, in fact, 
franchising, and I didn’t know it. I had a chain of stores, and 
thought I would get greater productivity by involving the store’s 
managers in the profitability – so that developed into a system. 
Someone asked me, “How long have you been in franchising?” 
and I said, “Is that what I’m in?”. It was a surprise to me.’

Mr d’Almeida has the following tips for young entrepreneurs 
and those new to the sector.

‘Work hard. Use your ears and mouth in the same proportion. 
Find a mentor, listen to them and never stop learning. If you 
keep listening to them, you will be a success.’

A total of 16 awards were presented on the evening, which was 
proudly sponsored by MYOB.  Outstanding individuals and 
businesses were recognised across a range of functions, including 
franchisees, suppliers, support staff and franchise systems. 

MYOB FCA Excellence 
in Franchising Awards:  

a night to be 
remembered
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MYOB FCA Excellence in Franchising Awards 2016 winners
• Australian Established Franchisor of the Year – Poolwerx

• Australian Emerging Franchisor of the Year – JUMP! Swim 
Schools

• International Franchisor of the Year – PANDORA Jewelry

• Franchise Innovation – Boost Juice Bars

• Multi-Unit Franchisee of the Year – Daniel Mesiti and 
Anthony Stahl, Boost Juice Bars, Chatswood, Bankstown, 
Eastgardens and Top Ryde, NSW

• Single-Unit Franchisee of the Year, two or more staff – Chris 
Wall and Robyn Mitchell, Pizza Capers, Gungahlin, ACT

• Single-Unit Franchise of the Year, less than two staff – Shaun 
Birley and Sam Orders, InXpress Australia, Sydney CBD, NSW

• Franchise Woman of the Year – Natalie Brennan, Foodco, 
NSW

• Field Manager of the Year – Stephen Halls, Poolwerx, QLD

• Supplier of the Year – Franchise Relationships Institute

• Excellence in Marketing – Specsavers

• Excellence in International Franchising – G.J. Gardner Homes

• Franchisor Social Responsibility – Bridgestone Select

• Franchisee Community Responsibility and Contribution – 
Ryan Kirkham, Bakers Delight, Kawana and Maroochydore, 
QLD

• Franchise Hall of Fame 2016 Inductee – Murray d’Almeida

• NextGen in Franchising Australian winner – David Lindsay, 
Salts of the Earth.   

Image courtesy of the FCA Poolwerx team, winner of Established Franchisor of the Year 2016

Bruce Billson, Executive Chair, FCA; Joy Soriano, Luce Gill and Melinda 
Wallman, Pandora Jewelry, winner of International Franchisor of the Year; 
and Damian Paull, FCA CEO

Damian Paull, FCA CEO; Shaun Birley and Sam Orders, InXpress 
Sydney; Simon Dennis, National Sales Manager/SME Partners and 
Franchise, MYOB; and Bruce Billson, Executive Chair, FCA
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SWEET SIXTEEN AND STILL SOARING

Janine Allis, along with more than 350 franchise partners, business 
managers, suppliers and support centre team members, gathered 
in what can only be described as a tropical paradise to celebrate 
Boost’s milestone anniversary and annual conference.

Recently awarded 2016 CEO of the Year by the National Retail 
Association, CEO Scott Meneilly kicked off the celebrations by 
communicating the importance of brand culture, teamwork and 
perseverance. With these themes in mind, Meneilly announced 
that the Boost team was to spend the day renovating the local Tao 
School, providing partners with the opportunity to reflect on the 
importance of constant improvement and giving back. 

Led by The Block foreman, Keith Schleiger, the Boost team 
worked together with the local community and students to 
clean, sand and paint the school’s exterior and classroom walls, 
construct the children’s library and play area, and to concrete 
a 45-metre footpath. The transformation would have taken the 
school more than 10 years without the help of Boost, and it was a 

credit to all involved. It was also twice the volume of work that the 
Boost franchise partner group accomplished at the 2013 Fijian 
conference at the Vuniyasi District School.

The ensuing days were crammed with educational presentations 
from support centre staff members, suppliers and motivational 
guest speakers, such as the corporate culture king and creator of 
unwritten ground rules, Steve Simpson, as well as Alyssa Azar, the 
youngest Australian to conquer Mount Everest, and seven-time 
surfing world champion Layne Beachley.

Boost General Manager Adam Neill says, ‘The Boost conference 
provides partners with the perfect opportunity to take time out 
from the day-to-day operations, [and] to reflect and celebrate their 
successes. We also take the time to look forward to the challenges 
ahead, as complacency is not an option at Boost’.

The conference culminated in a gala dinner that allowed stand-
out partners to be recognised for their store achievements, and a 
surprise performance by Redfoo (a former member of the band 

Following on from its award-winning year in 2015, Australia’s favourite smoothie and juice 
brand, Boost Juice, celebrated its August sweet sixteenth birthday in style, on Fiji’s Coral Coast. 

From left: Andrew Stahl, Daniel Mesiti (Boost Juice 2016 National Partners of the Year), Jack Jardim and 
Mohamed Osman (Boost Juice Franchise Business Consultants)

500593E_Boost Juice I 2252.indd   1 1/11/2016   11:14 AM
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A full list of the Boost Juice 2016 award winners:

National Partner of the Year
Daniel Mesiti and Anthony Stahl (Chatswood Monsoon and 
Westfield, Eastgardens, Top Ryde, Bankstown)

Rookie Partner of the Year Cassie Beverley (Monash University, Caulfield and Clayton)

Rookie Partner of the Year Donna and Katie Shaw (Victoria Point)

BM of the Year Aria Brockenshire (University of Queensland)

National Highest Comp Growth Rhodes Waterside

Mystery Shopper Excellence Harbour Town, SA

Kokoda Award – Endurance Tracey Dowling (Southlands and Melbourne Galleria)

Kokoda Award – Courage
Jacob McKay and Kiang Chooi (Liverpool Fashion Spree and 
Macarthur Square)

Kokoda Award – Sacrifice Claude and Corey Feltrin (Arndale and Colonnades)

Kokoda Award – Mateship
John and Micah Barresi (Highpoint, Epping, Southern Cross 
and Melbourne Airport Terminal 4)

State Partner of the Year – NSW/ACT
Daniel Mesiti and Anthony Stahl (Chatswood Monsoon and 
Westfield, Eastgardens, Top Ryde, Bankstown)

State Partner of the Year – QLD Daniel Chams-Eddine and Diana Dolgov (Helensvale)

State Partner of the Year – SA/NT Jo and Gary Hughes (Elizabeth, Munno Para and Burnside)

State Partner of the Year – VIC/TAS Ian Paterson and Lisa Kirkham (Victoria Gardens)

State Partner of the Year – WA Rodney Sutton (Perth Watertown)

Excellence in Operations – NSW/ACT Bondi Junction Level 5

Excellence in Operations – QLD Victoria Point

Excellence in Operations – SA/NT Harbour Town, SA

Excellence in Operations – VIC/TAS Monash University

Excellence in Operations – WA Karrinyup

Highest Comp Growth of the Year – NSW/ACT Rhodes Waterside

Highest Comp Growth of the Year – QLD Mount Gravatt Level 1

Highest Comp Growth of the Year – SA/NT Casuarina

Highest Comp Growth of the Year – VIC/TAS Craigieburn

Highest Comp Growth of the Year – WA Gateways

SLAM Achievement Award – NSW/ACT Canberra Centre

SLAM Achievement Award – QLD North Lakes

SLAM Achievement Award – SA/NT Golden Grove and Henley Beach

SLAM Achievement Award – VIC/TAS Ballarat and Wendouree

SLAM Achievement Award – WA
Belmont, Booragoon, Bunbury, Claremont and University of 
Western Australia

LMFAO). The 2016 National Partner of the Year award was won by 

Daniel Mesiti and Anthony Stahl, partners who continually personify 

Boost’s ‘love life’ philosophy and culture, and display exceptional 

leadership skills throughout their five stores. 

Neill says, ‘Daniel and Anthony are highly regarded partners, 

and we’re proud of the work they have achieved over the past 

11 years with Boost’. 

It was a double win for the duo, who also took out victory in the 
New South Wales State Partner of the Year category.

With Rookie and State Partners of the Year, Local Area Marketing 
and Operational Excellence as other award categories, the 2016 
conference has been deemed the most successful to date.

‘It’s been an extraordinary year, and we cannot wait to see what 
Boost will achieve next. The opportunities are endless,’ says 
Neill.    

500593E_Boost Juice I 2252.indd   2 8/11/2016   11:49 AM
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The Franchise Review: What was the original idea behind 
Poolwerx, and why do you think it has been such a success?

John O’Brien: The inspiration for Poolwerx came while I was 
scouting the globe for a new business venture. I wasn’t waiting 
for a light-bulb moment, because I knew what I was looking for.  

I was in California when I found it. I came across this pool guy 
in a beat-up truck with a pool pole and a surfboard hanging out 
the back. Franchising organises disorganised industries, and 
boy did this fit the bill!  

I came back to Australia, and I found the industry just as 
unprofessional here – no brand standards, no certification, no 
career paths, low training and low service standards.  

Within a week, I purchased a pool store with a few vans as 
my pilot, and we haven’t looked back since. We’ve evolved 
enormously over the past 25 years, from a single man-with-
a-van service model, to a retail and service (hub and spoke) 
model, working in both domestic and commercial markets.

We created this career path to ensure that there is no limit to 
the size of business that our franchise partners can develop, 

and it has certainly been one of the drivers of our success.

TFR: Tell us about Poolwerx’s growth. What do you foresee 
happening for the franchise in the future?

JO: The potential for our brand is immense. We plan to 
quadruple the size of the company in the next 10 years (in 
Australia), gaining about 35 per cent market share. 

We hit the 100-store milestone last month, but thanks to the 
popularity of pools in this country, we are on track to expand 
to more than 350 stores and more than 1000 vans by 2025. In 
the next two months alone, we will open another seven stores! 
There’s a lot of business out there for those who are ready. 

TFR: What processes does Poolwerx have for seeking and 
selecting quality franchisees?

JO: In our business, one of the first things people connect with 
is the lifestyle element. Pools are associated with fun and family 
and making memories, and that is alluring. Couple this with the 
fact that there are an estimated 1.4 million pools in Australia, 
with tens of thousands of new ones built every year, and the 
size and potential growth of the industry is a big drawcard. 

How to stay afloat
AN INTERVIEW WITH JOHN O’BRIEN, CEO AND FOUNDER, POOLWERX – WINNER, AUSTRALIAN ESTABLISHED 

FRANCHISOR OF THE YEAR

Poolwerx CEO and Founder John O'Brien
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Buying a business is one of the four big decisions that you can 
make in life after marriage, children and your first home. It’s a 
very fact-filled but emotional journey, so establishing a personal 
connection as early as possible is very important. This is why 
we aim to engage early, frequently and in person, either face to 
face or digitally.

Once the initial due diligence is covered, and if the fit is 
looking good, we invite the husband-and-wife team or business 
partners to our Brisbane Global Training Centre for a discovery 
day, at our expense. They experience our world-leading training 
facility, and meet the team in our Poolwerx Support Centre 
(PSC). They spend time in each department, learning what we 
do and how the PSC will enable their success. 

This unique process provides a thorough understanding of 
the expectations and needs from the business, and allows 
the potential franchise partner to immerse themselves in the 
Poolwerx system and our culture. 

The final, and most rewarding, element of the recruitment 
process is where the potential franchise partners present their 
plan and vision for their business, and what it will mean to their 
family. This is the part where we really get to experience and 
share their entrepreneurial dream, and where one of our key 
values, ‘Dare to Succeed’, first comes to life.   

TFR: What kind of education and training does Poolwerx 
provide for its franchisees?

JO: Every successful franchise partner attends our three-week 
Pool School induction training program at our Global Training 
Centre. We teach them every aspect of running a successful 
pool service and retail business – sales and marketing, our 
business management system, and technical and service 
management. But more importantly, we teach them the 
Poolwerx way of doing business.

All franchise partners also achieve national accreditation before 
starting their business, completing a nationally recognised 
Certificate III in Pool and Spa Servicing, which we were 
responsible for initiating. 

Once graduated, franchise partners then work through our 
Forming Good Habits program, which, as the name suggests, 
is about forming the right habits to be successful. It’s where we 
stand side by side with our new franchise partners, while they 
experience each season in our business for the first time. 

From there, training is ongoing, it just changes its name 
to support – and with more than 40 specialists in our PSC 
team, we are there to help every step of the journey. Each 
franchise partner also has a locally based, dedicated business 
development manager to mentor and coach them. One of our 

MYOB FCA Excellence in Franchising Awards: L–R Bruce Billson, Helen O'Brien, John O'Brien and Damian Paull
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business development managers, Stephen Halls, was even 
recently awarded Field Manager of the Year by the Franchise 
Council of Australia. 

We also run regular training series during the winter period, 
which focus on specialty skill development. We facilitate 
multi-level technical and retail training for franchise partners 
and staff, and the crescendo of learning each year is at our 
convention. Next year, more than 400 people from across our 
business globally will descend on Fiji to share and learn. 

TFR: What does it mean to you to be the winner of the 
Australian Established Franchisor of the Year, and what do 
you hope to bring to the franchising sector in both Australia 
and the world?

JO: Winning the big gong in Australian franchising for the 
second time is amazing, but none of it would be possible 
without the collective effort of our franchise partners and 
their staff, our support team and our suppliers. We call it our 
three-legged stool – a concept borrowed from [McDonald’s 
entrepreneur] Ray Kroc, where success only happens when 
every element works together.  

The win is also testament to our resolve to follow the company 
values we created many years ago: ‘People First Always’, ‘Do 
the Right Thing’, ‘Find the Better Way’, ‘Dare to Succeed’ and 
‘Energise’ guide everything we do, and every decision that we 

make. They are the rock and beacon of our culture, and it’s 
neat to know that they are working!

These values also relate to four key performance indicators 
(KPIs) that focus on our operational excellence: increasing 
franchise partner average profit; improving franchise partner 
satisfaction with the services they get from the support team; 
being the number one consumer-rated brand in our industry; 
and achieving our planned group sales growth. The award is 
further proof that our franchise partner–led operational focus is 
working, and if it works for them, it works for everyone.

When we started 25 years ago, this was a disorganised and 
unprofessional industry. It’s very cool to witness how far the 
pool industry has come with the help of franchising. And now 
we are doing it globally, with our brand in New Zealand and 
across five states in the United States; and in 2017, Poolwerx 
will reach European shores, too.  

Above all else, though, award or not, the thing we value most 
is helping families to embrace their entrepreneurial spirit. 
Franchising enables families to create a bigger, brighter future 
for themselves. We call it ‘intraprenuership’, as it’s done within 
the more ‘bankable’ environment of a franchise system. 

In my opinion, there is no better way to harness the energy of 
entrepreneurialism in this country, and around the world, than 
by franchising.     
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The Franchise Review: What was the original idea behind Salts 
of the Earth, and why do you think it has been such a success?

David Lindsay (DL): The original idea behind Salts of the Earth 
was to bring much-needed relief from respiratory and skin 
conditions to the people of Australia. My father has been 
suffering from a number of respiratory ailments for more than 20 
years. He saw every specialist in Ireland, had his lungs scraped 
and rinsed, and was on a range of different medications, but 
there was no lasting relief. Salt therapy was a last roll of the dice 
for him, and it proved to be life changing. Within a few weeks of 
regular salt sessions, he started to cough up all of the mucus in 
his lungs, and eventually, over time, his inflammation died down. 
As a result, his medication was also able to start treating his 
conditions effectively. He is now only on preventative medication.

Having gone through many asthma attacks with my father, 
I knew how taxing this condition can be on a family. Seeing 
a loved one gasp for air while you wait for an ambulance is 
something that no family should have to go through. We started 
Salts of the Earth in Australia for this very reason. There are 
more than 2.5 million asthmatics alone that are desperate for 
relief, and we want to help the community live a healthier life.

The reason that Salts of the Earth has been successful to 
date is because we provide a service wrapped in a successful 
business model that solves a lot of problems for the people 
of Australia. There were a lot of mistakes made in the past to 
get to this point; however, Salts of the Earth’s success comes 
from our innovative team in the support centre, our engaged 
franchise partners, and their incredible staff that deal with our 
clients on a daily basis.  

TFR: Tell us about Salts of the Earth’s growth. What do you 
foresee happening for the franchise in the future?

DL: When we started Salts of the Earth, we dealt with nine 
appointments in our first month. We had no computer 
or software, just a filing cabinet with index cards and a 
diary. We had a very different logo – one that portrayed a 
very alternative brand and only brought in the alternative 
market. After identifying this issue, we engaged a brand 
strategist to reposition us as a complementary therapy in 
line with mainstream and Western medicine. We noticed a 
difference straight away. All of a sudden, we were getting 
people from every demographic, who had a wide range of 
conditions including cold and flu, asthma, and eczema, 
attending our centres.

A pinch of salt goes a 
long way

AN INTERVIEW WITH DAVID LINDSAY, CEO, SALTS OF THE EARTH – NEXTGEN IN FRANCHISING AUSTRALIAN WINNER

Salts of the Earth CEO David Lindsay
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These days, our network is 19 centres strong and growing, 
and looking after 24,500 appointments per month on top of 
welcoming an average of 1500 new clients per month into 
our centres. We now have appointment and POS software, 
with more than 90 reports that can be run for detailed 
business analysis.

Having purposely slowed down our franchisee recruitment so 
that we could build a solid support foundation, we are now in the 
position where our growth is all about scale. The system works, 
and we have strong proof of concept for both single-centre 
operators and multi-unit-centre operators. We have also planned 
out our corporate growth to facilitate such a scaling project.

It is our mission to get this treatment out to the Australian 
public so that they have access to this incredible therapy. Our 
five-year forecast sees us growing to more than 150 Australian 
centres, as well as international expansion to New Zealand, 
America, Canada, Europe and China. Our model allows our 
clients to attend a Salts of the Earth centre, no matter where 
they are. We have also tied up significant trademarks around 
salt therapy terms, and we own 45 web domain names. Being 
the first to market has allowed us to buy up all of this critical IP 
for future growth, and protection of the brand and therapy.

TFR: What processes does Salts of the Earth have for seeking 
and selecting quality franchisees?

DL: The therapy has worked wonders for our clients – so much 
so that they start thinking of a career change because they 
want to take this therapy to their local community. Brand 
passion is a key attribute that we look for, and currently 22 of 
our 25 franchisees started as clients. 

We are very selective about who we grant a franchise to, as it is 
vital that the prospect is fully engaged in their community, and 

has a very strong work ethic and attitude. For example, with our 
franchise partner in Mount Gambier, South Australia, we had 
not tested the model in a population as low as 20,000 people, 
and I was reluctant to proceed until my recruitment manager 
urged me to meet Cathy. After meeting Cathy, and seeing 
her level of engagement with her community, my mind was 
completely changed. Cathy and her husband, Paul, are fully 
involved in the Mount Gambier community and know everyone 
there; they are business minded and have a great attitude and 
work ethic, so it was impossible to say no. After 11 months 
of trade, Mount Gambier has been in our top five performing 
franchise partners since its second month.

We have a three-step process. We are firm believers in 
transparency, and we disclose our franchise costings on our 
website. From there, the prospect is welcomed to submit 
an application, and if they succeed, we invite them in for 
a discovery day where both the support team and myself 
get to meet and know them. Stage two is about disclosure 
for the prospect: we get them to submit a police check and 
a credit check, and do a DiSC profile. Stage three is full 
disclosure from us, where we provide the prospect with 
franchise documents, business plan templates and a cash-
flow template. This is where we see if they understand the 
business and how to get it up and running. Throughout 
this process, we also monitor their communication and 
engagement with our recruitment manager, as well as how 
long it takes for them to complete tasks.

TFR: What kind of education and training does Salts of the 
Earth provide for its franchisees?

DL: We provide initial training for our franchise partners. This 
consists of a three-day training course that teaches them all 
about salt therapy, local area marketing, how to run a business, 

T H E  F R A N C H I S E  R E V I E W
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managing their books and general employment. During the 
second part of our initial training, which takes place a week 
before a centre opens, the franchise partner and their staff are 
trained in the operations of the centre.

After the first month of operation, our marketing manager 
visits to help plan and implement further local-area marketing 
training, while our operations manager continues to train and 
work with the staff.

After month three, the new centre has live data. I sit with the 
franchise partner and review their initial business plan and 
cash flow to make sure they are on track, and I train them in 
key performance indicators and business performance. 

We also provide ongoing training in areas such as social media. 
As we are a strong community-based business, it is vital that 
our franchise partners have the skills to use social media to the 
best of its ability. 

TFR: What does it mean to you to be the Australian NextGen 
in Franchising winner, and what do you hope to bring to the 
franchising sector in both Australia and the world?

DL: Firstly, I would like to thank the Franchise Council of 
Australia, the Franchise Hall of Fame and Simon Heggen 
for backing such a great initiative for young entrepreneurs/
franchisors to showcase their business and be mentored by an 
experienced franchisor. I entered the competition as soon as I 
heard about it, as I saw NextGen as a platform to help launch 
Salts of the Earth in Australia, and to gain credibility for the 
brand and our leadership as a young, innovative team. 

For me, winning the Australian NextGen has been, and will 
always be, one of my top career achievements and highlights. 

I was up against two very strong competitors, and to come out 
the winner really was amazing. Instantly, I had people coming 
up to talk to me about our business. These people ranged from 
support staff to top Australian franchisors.

To say that we are the Australian NextGen winners to 
franchisee prospects has also helped cement their decision 
to join our network. After seeing the doors open since winning 
in Australia, I can only imagine what will happen at the 
International Franchise Association in Las Vegas when I present 
to people from all over the globe.

I started Salts of the Earth to help communities live a healthier 
life, and I started franchising to empower people who share 
the same passion as my team to create an opportunity for 
themselves, and to bring this incredible therapy to their 
community. I would like to showcase how franchising can be the 
best way for anyone to get into business and become creators of 
their own destiny, and to live a happier and healthier life.    

For me, winning the Australian 
NextGen has been, and will 
always be, one of my top career 
achievements and highlights

T H E  F R A N C H I S E  R E V I E W
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The Franchise Review: What was the original idea behind Real 
Property Photography, and why do you think it has been such 
a success?

Nik Leigh (NL): The idea behind Real Property Photography 
stemmed from several passions of mine, which I wanted to 
combine and potentially create a business from. Photography 
has always been an interest of mine from a very young age, 
and is in my family’s blood. Real estate is something I grew to 
love as I matured. The main goal and intention of Real Property 
Photography was to bring professional photography and visual 
marketing services to the forefront of real estate campaigns, 
and to allow other like-minded individuals the opportunity to 
also combine these same passions in order to do something 
they would love everyday. 

With the rapid growth of online platforms, it became more 
important for vendors and agents alike to ensure that they had 
a strong visual presence for their listings, and this is where we 
saw a massive opportunity. Nowadays, the first point of contact 
a person will have with a property is through images, and the 
majority of people turn online for their next property purchase 
or rental. Visual marketing for real estate has moved from 

being a luxury and costly option for agents and vendors, to now 
being an affordable staple for every listing to ensure that each 
property is getting the best possible exposure. 

TFR: Tell us about Real Property Photography’s growth. What 
do you foresee happening for the franchise in the future? 

NL: Since we began franchising in 2014, our main focus from 
the beginning was to ensure that we would partner with the 
right franchisees to ensure that Real Property Photography 
would have the best opportunity of scaling. With that in mind, 
we established a list of both metro and regional territories 
throughout Australia, which we made our main focus points 
to help search for the right franchisees. Two years down the 
track, we have successfully partnered with a wide range of 
franchises in various Australian locations. We are continually 
working to fulfil the many areas and territories still available 
across Australia, to in turn increase our brand presence and 
recognition to become the number one trusted provider of real 
estate visual marketing content across Australia. 

We are currently in the process of exploring international 
expansion opportunities in places such as New Zealand, 
Singapore and Malaysia. Ideally, we are aiming to have a 

Real picture perfect
 

AN INTERVIEW WITH NIK LEIGH, CEO/FRANCHISOR, REAL PROPERTY PHOTOGRAPHY – NEXTGEN IN FRANCHISING 
AUSTRALIAN FINALIST
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presence in these nations within the next three years. That 
aside, Australia is still our primary focal point at the moment, 
and we will continue to try to ensure that we gain significant 
ground and success here, which, in turn, will pave the way for 
our entrance into the abovementioned nations. 

TFR: What process does Real Property Photography have for 
seeking and selecting quality franchisees?

NL: The most important thing for us to see in potential (and 
all existing!) franchisees is a strong passion for photography 
and real estate. Another huge thing that we want to see is the 
willingness to learn, succeed and build a successful business 
for themselves. Being a service-based franchise system, it is 
imperative that our franchisees have a personable nature, and 
the ability to interact with clients and build quality, long-lasting 
relationships, because at the end of the day, these relationships 
are the foundation of their business and, in turn, will be their 
main revenue stream. 

We spend a lot of time getting to know the people who have 
shown an interest in the Real Property Photography franchise 
system to ensure that they are aware of what is involved, 
and also to make sure that they are a good fit for us – and of 
course, that we are a good fit for them, too. We pride ourselves 
on having a very family-like culture among our franchisees, 
which leads to a stronger network and brand. 

TFR: What kind of education and training does Real Property 
Photography provide for its franchisees?

NL: The initial theory-based training is done through an online 
training course that we constructed. This course gives our 
franchisees the foundation of the backend operations of the 
business; the software and computer programs that franchisees 
will use; a thorough understanding of the industry, the 
expectations of them as a franchisee, and more. Franchisees 
then move on to the practical, hands-on stuff that is, of course, 
just as important (and the fun part!). This is where we go 
through the day-to-day operations of their business, and ensure 
that they are familiar with their equipment and understand 
how to capture that ‘perfect shot’! We also spend an extensive 
amount of time ensuring that they will have the ability to 
understand the needs and wants of their clients and, most 
importantly, be able to act on these.

Once the initial stage of training is concluded, we are very 
passionate about providing our franchisees with continued 
support every step of the way and making sure they are aware 
that they may be in business for themselves, but they are never 
by themselves. We provide continued support and guidance on 
a weekly basis, and we are continually looking for more ways in 
which they can be a step ahead of their competitors, and also 
continue challenging themselves.

Real Property Photography CEO/ Franchisor Nik Leigh

Image courtesy of Real Property Photography
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TFR: What does it mean to you to be a finalist in the Australian 
NextGen in Franchising competition, and what do you hope to 
bring to the franchising sector, both in Australia and around 
the world? 

NL: To me, being a finalist in the NextGen competition 
was a massive achievement – not only for myself, but for 
Real Property Photography and its franchisees. It was an 
incredible opportunity to showcase the business and share 
the success we have experienced to date. To be surrounded 
by some of Australia’s most accomplished and successful 
franchise systems was such a great experience. It gave me 
the opportunity to learn from my peers, to tap into the brilliant 
minds of successful franchisors, and to ask questions about 
their journey and success. 

I guess the best part of this experience for me was the huge 
amount I learnt not only about the challenges and rewards 
of franchising, but also about myself, and the tremendous 
possibilities for Real Property Photography. The support I 

received was a huge thing for me also, and it was reassuring to 
hear from all the franchisors and Hall of Fame members that I 
spoke with that they, too, had experienced the certain struggles 
and challenges that I have. To be offered a 12-month period 
of support and guidance from a Hall of Fame member is an 
incredible win for me, and I am very much looking forward to 
learning from, and growing with, their support. 

What I hope to bring to the franchising sector in both Australia 
and around the world is to encourage young people to make 
that jump, and explore franchising as an option to operate their 
own business in, with the added support from their head office 
team, or as a method of scaling their existing business. I think 
many young people don’t fully understand the true meaning 
of what a franchise is, and I think the more we can educate 
them about the industry, the more we will see many more 
young people become a part of the franchising sector. I hope 
I can help with this, and that my participation in the NextGen 
competition was encouraging to the younger generation.    

Image courtesy of Real Property Photography
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The Rolld story

The age-old saying is true: nothing beats your mother’s cooking. Just ask the guys from 
Rolld, for it was this concept that prompted the franchise’s founders, Bao Hoang, his 
cousin Tin Ly and schoolmate Ray Esquieres, to launch what would become one of 
Australia’s most successful quick service restaurants (QSRs). 

THE TALE OF ROLLD FOUNDERS BAO HOANG, TIN LY AND RAY ESQUIERES – NEXTGEN IN  
FRANCHISING AUSTRALIAN FINALISTS

Image courtesy of Rolld
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Since its inception, Rolld’s menu has been inspired by the 
food of Mama Hoang and the founder’s aunties – Vietnamese 
women who, each night (after working 18-hour days), always 
prepared balanced, vibrant and flavoursome meals for their 
families. With traditional Vietnamese recipes passed down from 
generation to generation, Mama Hoang and the aunties are the 
food force behind Rolld’s success.

Vietnamese cuisine is some of the freshest and healthiest in 
the world, full of amazing produce such as noodles, fresh 
vegetables and fragrant herbs. The distinctive food of Vietnam 
has been influenced by French ingredients and neighbouring 
countries such as Cambodia, Thailand and China. Vietnamese 
cuisine honours the balance of freshness, texture, colour and 
taste in every meal. 

Rolld founders Hoang, Ly and Esquieres recognised a gap 
in the food industry here in Australia for fresh Vietnamese 
street food, and in 2012, with a $180,000 investment, 
they opened a small hawker-style Vietnamese eatery in 
Goldsbrough Lane in Melbourne’s CBD. Since then, the 
brand has maintained its status as a delicious lunch 
alternative, and has grown exponentially.

Bringing Vietnamese street eats to Melbourne, Rolld was an 
instant hit with the local CBD dwellers: it was a fast, fresh, 
affordable and delicious lunch alternative that excited and 
appealed to everyone. Following three basic principles of 
balance, appeal and practicality, Rolld offers a tasty range, 
including pork and prawn rice paper ‘Rolld Soldiers’, ‘Mr Bun 
Mee’ featuring roast pork with crackling, and steaming-hot 
chicken ‘Uncle Pho’, as well as delicious bun or goi noodle 
salads, and many more favourites. 

Following the remarkable success of their first venture, the trio 
opened four more stores in Melbourne’s city centre, and by 
May 2013, Rolld was achieving monthly sales of $500,000, and 
employing approximately 100 people.

Expanding to New South Wales in 2014, Rolld became an 
in-demand lunch option throughout Australia’s two largest 
cities. The successful launch into New South Wales led to 
sales exceeding initial predictions within weeks of opening, 
leading to 10 more store openings around the Sydney CBD, 
Sydney Airport and surrounding suburbs. Word quickly 
spread throughout the country, and over the next few years, 
Rolld offered its healthy and delicious Vietnamese street eats 
in Queensland, South Australia, Western Australia and the 
Australian Capital Territory. 

Given the instant success of Rolld, the business is constantly 
innovating to stay at the top of its game. Rolld now offers 
catering for private and corporate events, and can transform its 
menu into seven different box offerings featuring its standard 
items, or mini versions of its famous baguettes, rice paper rolls 
and bowls for between six to 10 people. Catering options can 
be picked up or delivered to the desired location with a quick 
and seamless turnover from the moment of order, to the guests’ 
first bite of banh mi. 

Constantly adapting and innovating to cater to the new 
demands for instant food, Rolld now has ordering options 
available on its website for people looking to skip the in-store 

queue. Delivery options are also available in specific areas 
throughout Melbourne and Sydney via the food-delivery 
service Foodora. 

Low-carb options for its rice paper rolls and traditional soup 
dish, pho, have also been included in the menu to appeal 
to a wider group of customers, with soldier flavours like 
tofu, barramundi and poached chicken breast available for 
a guilt-free taste of Vietnam. 

In late 2016, Rolld celebrated a significant milestone in 
the business: the opening of its 50th store, right in the 
heart of Melbourne Central Shopping Centre. From humble 
beginnings in 2012 with 45 employees, to more than 1000 
employees in the most recent financial year, Rolld has 
grown at a rate of 2122 per cent over the four-year period. 
Operating in five Australian states at the close of 2016, Rolld 
has received an overwhelming response to its products, and 
is committed to refining and extending the brand without 
compromising on quality. 

After placing in the top three of 2016’s NextGen in Franchising 
competition, Rolld was invited to the National Franchise 
Convention 2016 to present the business and its story to 
NextGen delegates, and to showcase the future of Rolld. Rolld 
is committed to achieving targets through professional 
development, innovation, and local and international growth – 
and its recent NextGen success solidifies that commitment. As 
a company, Rolld has the skill set to sustain the economic and 
business expansion required for a franchising enterprise.

‘We are committed to building a franchise family that will be 
aligned with our core values so that, together, we can achieve 
all of our goals,’ says Hoang. 

Rolld Co-Founder and CEO Bao Hoang
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Rolld has become a beloved family franchise in the Australian 
food market. Hoang, Ly and Esquieres have an empire of friends 
and family who work tirelessly to maintain the Rolld ethos, and 
honour the flavours of Mama Hoang’s and Mama Ly’s cooking. 

This kinship-based culture has made Rolld the largest 
Vietnamese food franchise business in Australia. The business 
model has proven to be a success, as it is a model that can be 
systematically replicated. Now, with more than 50 stores, run 
either by franchisees or Rolld management, each Rolld store has 
the same family-run principles, and is dedicated to providing 
Vietnamese street eats with fresh and healthy ingredients. 

Expansion is already underway for future stores, with Rolld 
planning to open a further 50 in the next financial year alone. 
Stores will be located throughout Australia, and the Rolld 
team has plans of going global, as a new store gets set to 
take the Philippines by storm in the near future. Following 
the Philippines takeover, Rolld has its sights set on numerous 
other international locations to bring its beloved Vietnamese 
street food to a wider audience. With a fresh, innovative and 
quality offering alongside a memorable experience, Rolld is a 
restaurant that is setting the standard in its category.   

Image courtesy of Rolld
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The Franchise Review sat down with 
Australian Skin Clinics' Managing Director, 
Deb Farnworth-Wood, to chat about her 
vision for the business, the importance of 
having a great team, and the franchise’s 
merger with Ella Rouge Beauty.
The Franchise Review: How did Australian Skin Clinics come to 
fruition? What was your vision?

Deb Farnworth-Wood: My vision actually started around 2004 
in the United Kingdom, where I had a number of medical 
businesses. I had been watching the aesthetic market for a 
little while, and started to integrate aesthetic treatments into our 
large, multidisciplinary health centre. Unfortunately, there were 
conflicting priorities with my business partners, and they didn’t 
see the potential in aesthetics. So, the business didn’t progress 
beyond injectables and a few basic treatments. 

Loving the skin her 
franchise is in

Australian Skin Clinics Managing Director Deb Farnworth-Wood

T H E  F R A N C H I S E  R E V I E W
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I was frustrated by this, but while I was on holiday in Australia 
in 2006, I coincidentally heard about a clinic for sale. I was 
curious to see what Australia offered in aesthetics, so I visited 
the original Australian Skin Clinics soon after. I made an instant 
decision to buy the business, as I saw massive growth potential 
either by creating more corporate clinics, or by franchising.

TFR: How important have people (such as your franchisees) 
been to the growth and success of Australian Skin Clinics? 

DFW: People are very important. I love to see people grow and 
succeed, but for this to happen, everyone needs to be engaged 
in the business. 

Franchisees need to be highly involved in their business. 
Leadership comes from the top – the most successful 
franchisees are those who lead from the front, follow the 
system, and understand how to engage and motivate staff.

My national office team is also exceptionally important. For 
the first two years, there were only seven of us, and we were 
a close-knit team that covered all aspects of the business. We 
are now a larger team of 34 due to our recent merger with  
Ella Rouge, so communication is essential. 

TFR: Tell us more about the merger between Australian Skin 
Clinics and the Ella Rouge Beauty franchise. How did this 
come about?

DFW: Before Christmas 2016, Hairhouse Warehouse (which 
now owns Ella Rouge) approached me to see if I would be 
interested in a merger. At that stage, they were doing their 
due diligence on Ella Rouge, and had recognised the strength 
in our business model. They realised that we could take their 
clinics to the next level, and we discovered that we had a 
lot in common, and that we shared the same vision for our 
companies. Although other investors approached me, I felt that 
none shared the same passion for the beauty industry or love of 
the business that Hairhouse Warehouse had. 

TFR: What value or benefits will the merger bring to the 
franchise and to its existing team?

DFW: The merger has brought significant value to the brand 
as a whole. At the time of the merger, both companies had 
24 clinics. We literally doubled in size overnight. This brought 
about incredible economies of scale, strengthened resources 
and increased buying power in all areas. 

As a relatively unknown brand in New South Wales, Australian 
Skin Clinics struggled to obtain Sydney sites. The acquisition 
of the 24 Sydney Ella Rouge clinics was one of the strongest 
drivers behind our merger. I was also midway through the 
acquisition of a skincare company, which includes our new 
range of products that just recently launched. Consequently, 
our distribution network for our new skincare range rose to 
more than 50 clinics. The new range is more profitable for 
franchisees, and we have been able to incorporate some 
exciting new ingredients into the products, too. 

We also have the opportunity to tap into the knowledge and 
skills of the Hairhouse Warehouse team. They have a more 
established franchise system that includes the ability to form a 
shared services agreement where leasing franchise recruitment 
and finance work for both businesses. This strengthened our 
team and provided economies of scale, which translated into a 
reduction of franchise fees. 

We also incorporated the Ella Rouge management team into 
ours, and they brought some hard-to-find skills, having had 
longevity in the industry. Again, with the economies of scale, 
we have been able to restructure our national office, which has 
positioned us for the next stage of growth. 

We have tremendous synergy with Hairhouse Warehouse, 
as we share the same customer demographics, so we are all 
excited by the potential of cross marketing and promotion. 

TFR: What kind of training will you be providing to those 
franchisees that are transitioning to Australian Skin Clinics?

DFW: The Ella Rouge franchisees will receive the same training 
that our own franchisees receive as they convert their clinics to 
the Australian Skin Clinics model. We have a highly structured 

Image courtesy of Australian Skin Clinics
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system with key performance indicators focused on profit 
drivers, safety, risk management and growth. 

We have already commenced soft training through meetings 
and our internal newsletters. So far, we have been impressed 
by not only the calibre of the Ella Rouge franchisees, but also 
their enthusiasm for the Australian Skin Clinics brand. We truly 
enjoy working with them. 

TFR: How does a managing director, who must oversee a large 
number of people, ensure that they are implementing best 
practice at all times?

DFW: It’s a hard task and requires a strong management team 
that is able to deliver goals at a high and consistent standard. 

As a fast-growing business, it felt like we were perpetually 
training not just new franchisees and their staff, but staff at the 
national office, too. 

This meant that I was very hands-on throughout the business; 
however, I now have a chief executive officer who oversees the 
day-to-day business. This allows me to strategically manage 
Australian Skin Clinics, which is my strength – although, every 
now and then, I can’t help but take on a major task or a project 
to ensure we keep our momentum. 

My biggest fear is that decision-making could be drawn out, as 
larger organisations tend to be less nimble and flexible. This 
was a concern to me when we entered into the merger, but 
my experience so far has been the opposite, and it has been 
business as usual. 

When we were a team of seven, we intuitively knew what 
needed to be done, and any team member would know exactly 
how I wanted things to be. As organisations grow, the message 
can be diluted, so keeping the vision and values in place is 
central to my role as I steer the business.

TFR: Australian Skin Clinics will have doubled its number of 
franchises across Australia due to the merger; how will this 
affect existing franchisees’ operations?

DFW: Our national office's amalgamation of the two brands and 
its restructure has enabled Australian Skin Clinics to provide 
greater support to our franchisees in the form of resources 
that help strengthen their businesses. They will see a greater 
presence from the national office team in the clinics, and more 
structured communication. I believe the merger has allowed 
the company to build on its already strong foundation, and 
provide additional opportunities for the group as a whole.

TFR: What are your hopes for the future of Australian Skin Clinics?

DFW: Australian Skin Clinics has been a leader in the industry 
since it began in 1996, and we intend to remain at the 
forefront of the industry. Each year, we carry out significant 
research and development on new equipment and treatments, 
but we have strict criteria around efficacy, ergonomics and 
return on investment; only the best make it through our 
scrutiny.

I anticipate that our clinic growth will continue exponentially 
here in Australia. In order to facilitate that growth, our 
registered training organisation – The Advanced Skills 
Academy (TASA) – will extend its availability of training courses 
to the general public. This, in turn, will aid our recruitment. 
TASA will extend its activities to New South Wales, Victoria and 
Western Australia, too. 

I have always had a preference for being the best rather than 
the biggest, so my focus will remain on quality of staff, services 
and products. 

Internationally, Australian Skin Clinics has already moved into 
New Zealand, trading as The Cosmetic Clinic. Our first clinic is 
in Auckland, and our second clinic, which opened in October, 
is in Christchurch. 

I am excited about our future as a brand, and to be part 
of the Hairhouse Warehouse family. Together, we are an 
innovative and entrepreneurial team. There are interesting 
times ahead!    

Image courtesy of Australian Skin Clinics
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When Cirillo Lighting and Ceramics 
embarked on its franchising odyssey 
in 2013, the business had two clear 
advantages. One was the fact that Cirillo 
had a successful business model that 
had been in operation for more than  
38 years with a diverse range of unique 
and authentic products. The other was 
that, unlike competitive retailers, Cirillo is a 
one-stop shop for people wanting to build 
or renovate their home. Because it sells a 
comprehensive range of high-quality tiles, 
lighting, bathroom ware, kitchen appliances, 
tap ware and door furniture, Cirillo was able 
to position its franchise offering as different 
to other building-product franchises that 
focus on only one type of product.

The franchising journey 
– getting it right from the get go

Cirillo Lighting and Ceramics Managing Director Joe Cirillo

BY CLARE LOEWENTHAL
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When Managing Director Joe Cirillo began the third-generation 
family business’s journey, he understood that having a 
unique and diverse product range was just the starting point 
for creating a scalable and repeatable system, as well as an 
attractive franchise package. 

‘I knew that franchising was the best expansion strategy for 
Cirillo,’ he says. ‘My father and uncle had been running a 
highly successful family business in Canberra for almost  
40 years, but with a population of just 400,000 people, we 
needed to look beyond the Australian Capital Territory.  

‘Additionally, there is a clear gap in the market in other states, 
as no-one is offering a one-stop shop solution. Franchising the 
business means that home owners in other states can benefit 
from our model.

‘Franchising would allow us to expand into other geographical 
locations, so that was the key benefit from our point of view. The 
challenge was seeing the opportunity from a franchisee’s perspective.’

Planning, planning and more planning
Cirillo spent more than six months researching and discussing 
franchising options with various franchise consultants and 
legal firms. He also attended franchise industry forums and 
exhibitions, studied the Franchising Code of Practice, and 
familiarised himself with industry bodies such as the Franchise 
Council of Australia (FCA) and FRANdata.

‘The FCA provided a great source of industry information 
and links to specialist professionals,’ explains Cirillo. ‘The 
Association also allowed me to network with existing and 
emerging franchise system representatives.’

Cirillo identified and considered various franchise specialists 
before settling on a full, end-to-end franchise consultancy firm 
with a proven track record that spanned 30 years. 

‘We were comfortable with the consultancy because it was 
responsible for the growth and development of significant 
franchise systems and brands,’ he explains. ‘Having a full-
service firm ensures the consistency of information, advice and 
message from existing franchisor to franchisee.’

Re-engineering a business takes time
Turning a standalone or multi-outlet operation into a franchise 
requires significant operational changes, and it took two and a 
half years for Cirillo to develop the franchise model, re-engineer 
the business process to ensure multi-unit scaling, and then to 
rebrand and relaunch the company.

‘I didn’t want to rush the business process re-engineering 
and transforming,’ Cirillo says. ‘I have heard stories about 
companies that rush through the process, and the result is that 
significant holes appear.’

Honing the selection process
It’s all well and good to have a proven and profitable business 
model, but that means little if you are unable to find the right 
candidate. This is a critical stage in the journey, and one that 
needs to be considered and budgeted for from the outset. 

‘It is not about granting units for the sake of establishing 
franchisees,’ Cirillo explains. ‘The family has taken this step 
extremely personally because the brand bears our name, and 
we can’t grant its use to just anyone. Our exclusive relationship 
with suppliers and customers must be preserved at all costs.

‘This effectively meant that all candidate enquiries underwent 
extensive profiling and due diligence. Not only did we allow 
them to analyse our business, but we have, and will continue to 
undergo, extensive analysis of all candidates.’

The proof is in the pudding
Once the recruitment phase began, Cirillo rejected a number of 
potential franchisees for specific reasons.

‘While all the candidates had the ability to sell products 
and meet operational budgets and targets, they just didn’t 
understand that our business is not about the quick sale,’ 
Cirillo reflects. ‘Our business is very much about relationships 
– specifically, relationships with customers. Our approach is 
that if you establish a relationship and build trust, the sale 
will follow. Our clients are discerning people who appreciate 
knowledge, information and quality, and that is what all Cirillo 
showrooms must provide.’

there is a clear gap in the market in other states, as no-one is offering a  
one-stop shop solution. Franchising the business means that home owners  
in other states can benefit from our model
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Out of all the franchise enquiries that Cirillo Lighting and 
Ceramics received, and out of subsequent meetings with 
prospective candidates, the Moharami family stood out.

‘From the beginning, our communication was excellent. 
Ben and his family intuitively understood the business 
model. They understood that it is not about selling 
products – it’s about educating customers about the 
product, and assisting them in realising their design 
dreams. It’s about exclusivity and differentiating 
ourselves from other businesses selling similar or inferior 
products,’ Cirillo explains.

The Moharami family will open the first franchised Cirillo 
Lighting and Ceramics showroom in Sydney’s Northern 
Beaches suburb of Brookvale in early 2017.

‘The Moharami family mirrors our family’s business 
ethos,’ Cirillo says. ‘Finding them has validated our 
selection process, and we are confident that this process 
will form the foundation of a robust and profitable 
network.’    

Tips for new franchisors 
When reflecting on the two and a half years spent perfecting 
the Cirillo Lighting and Ceramics model, Cirillo has learnt 
some valuable lessons:

• brokers can sell any business in time, but no-one can sell 
your business better than you

• brokers do not have the same passion and knowledge 
as business owners – particularly when selling greenfield 
sites, it is essential for the franchisor to control the 
recruitment process

• it is vital to devote time and energy to finding the 
right franchisee, and having confidence that it is 
worth the wait

• franchisors need to allocate a marketing budget that 
is large enough to ensure that the franchise system 
develops its brand into a nationally recognised name, and 
most essentially to target the message to audiences that 
are the right fit for potential franchisees. 
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In the words of Nobel Laureate Bob Dylan, 
‘the times, they are a-changin’. 
 
The Franchise Council of Australia (FCA) National Franchising 
Convention 2016 (NFC16) centred on embracing change 
through innovation, governance and oversight.

The franchising sector has come under both the regulatory and 
public spotlight, and it is looking for change. Innovation in this 
day and age requires the ability to ‘see into the future’ and to 
anticipate coming trends, opportunities and risks that are central 
to staying competitive and ensuring business success. Innovation 
is rapidly changing the business landscape. So, from a franchise 
perspective, let’s tie these two themes together.

With the success of cloud software and Software as a Service 
(SaaS) providers, it’s undeniable that we’re in the middle of a 
digital revolution. It’s changing the way we live, communicate, 
work and engage with the world around us. 

For businesses to remain competitive, it’s imperative that they 
embrace artificial intelligence (AI) or AI-powered technology to 

manage their business, from customer experience right through 
to workforce management. 

According to the National Business Research Institute’s 2016 
study, ‘56 per cent of businesses will be using AI-powered 
technology to stay competitive and successful by 2018’. AI will 
therefore become the core tool for every successful business 
activity, from predicting customer behaviour, to automating 
production services. 

Change is inevitable and expected from both the public and 
regulators, and innovative and disruptive technologies provide an 
edge. In order to stay competitive, businesses are identifying and 
solving their optimisation problems by AI and cognitive software. 
Significant savings and efficiency gains have been found when 
empowering decision-makers with smart systems. 

The proposed legislative change of joint employer liability will 
stiffen, to a large extent, existing law in relation to accessorial 
liability. Franchisors should take the view that implementing a 
smart management system provides the governance, oversight 
and reassurance that there are no inadvertent outsourcing 
behaviours that do not align with the modern award or their 
enterprise agreement. 

How do you manage the 
workforce of the future?

T H E  F R A N C H I S E  R E V I E W

BY TASMIN TREZISE, CO-FOUNDER, TANDA

Image courtesy of Tanda
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For franchisees seeking to improve their own oversight, or for 
those seeking advice from third parties, smart governance 
systems can be used as a due-diligence tool to ensure that 
consistent and by-the-book practice is occurring at all levels of 
the franchise.  

For many, governance and oversight represents a standalone 
issue; however, as business technology evolves, they will no 
longer remain independent of franchise success. Instead, 
they will again collide with innovation through the Australian 
Taxation Office’s (ATO) initiative Single Touch Payroll, as part of 
The Budget Savings (Omnibus) Bill 2016.

Governance and oversight reliability will become critical from 
2018, as firms with more than 20 staff will be required by law 
to automatically report their employees’ salary or wages, super, 
and PAYG withholding amounts to the ATO. There are, of 
course, many governance implications surrounding this data, 
as, inevitably, other government departments, like Fair Work, 
gain access to it in phase two. With 2017 designed to be the 
volunteer ‘opt-in’ year ahead of its mandatory application in 
2018, now is the time to get houses in order. 

So, returning to the two main themes of governance and 
innovation, the question remains: how does a franchise 
manage the workforce of the future? 

Well, like most 21st-century problems these days, there’s an 
app for it. Or, in workforce management software company 
Tanda’s case, there’s an app and an AI-powered smart 
service solution. 

Smart services are about working smarter, and using the 
cloud to unlock the wealth of data already available within a 
business, to make the best possible decisions now and in the 
future. This means that it’s possible to automatically create 
cost-efficient rosters that optimise labour by collating shift 
details with demand data. You can streamline manual data 
entry and calculation processes to be automatic, error-free 
and highly efficient. 

By collating and synthesising data in such a way, franchise 
owners and managers are armed with greater insight, 
governance and oversight of their business, and are 
empowered to make smarter strategic decisions that can 
ultimately improve profitability. 

Tanda has already begun to explore such technology, with 
Cognitive PayrollTM, Cognitive Rostering™ and  

Predictive WorkforceTM, based on AI. This marks the start of 
smart services for workforce management. 

Partnering with companies like Domino’s Pizza Enterprises 
Limited (Domino’s) signifies an exciting step towards AI-
empowered workforce management becoming a reality. 

Domino’s is a forward-thinking company renowned for its innovative 
approach to food and technology. Domino’s understands the 
need and value that comes from incorporating digital solutions 
and processes into the business’s customer service model, now 
extending that to the management of the business.

Employing a workforce of more than 20,000 team members 
across its more than 700 stores in Australia and New Zealand, 
Domino’s is embracing smart services to streamline its workforce 
management. By using sales-demand data and rostering 
requirements, Domino’s managers are now able to transform 
non-revenue-raising activities like rostering, managing timesheets 
and payroll into decisions that optimise profit. 

Through Tanda’s Predictive Workforce™ software, managers 
at Domino’s are able to create a roster that has been optimised 
for demand and labour efficiencies. Not only is this roster ideal 

Domino’s is a forward-thinking 
company renowned for its 
innovative approach to food and 
technology. Domino’s understands 
the need and value that comes 
from incorporating digital solutions 
and processes into the business’s 
customer service model, extending 
that to the management of  
the business
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for the store’s bottom line, but it has also been cleverly crafted 
to specifically meet the store’s unique needs, for any given 
day, at any time. This drastically reduces the time that would 
have been spent previously on optimising a roster, and the staff 
love being able to clearly see their roster, which they can also 
interact with on their mobiles. 

As any franchisee knows, unlike the years of training 
professionals receive, a business owner is supposed to be a 
human resources professional, accountant, business analyst 
and lawyer, all in one. Tanda seeks to make their life easier 
and the business more profitable by using AI to extend their 

capabilities. Software solutions like Tanda can integrate, 
correlate and corroborate any number of data sources faster 
and more accurately than an individual. This, in turn, generates 
a wealth of information to be utilised in any number of ways. 

As the AI horizon draws closer, franchises that are using 
AI technology will be at the forefront of business success. 
This technology is at the fingertips of businesses now. It will 
result in improved governance, oversight and profit stability, 
and it will continue to evolve and shape the management of 
franchises.   

Image courtesy of Tanda
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With Australia’s ageing population on the 
rise, quality aged care services are in great 
demand. The Franchise Review sat down 
with Martin Warner, Australian owner and 
franchisor for Home Instead Senior Care, to 
talk about his passion for working with people. 

The Franchise Review: What motivated you to become the 
Australian franchisor for Home Instead Senior Care?

Martin Warner: My wife and I were running our own franchise 
consultancy businesses, but we wanted to move away from 
consultancy. When Home Instead advertised, they spoke 
about franchising experience and understanding the aged care 
market, which we could relate to because we were caring for 
our parents. When we met up with Home Instead, I think what 
really clicked for us was that our values coincided with the 
founder’s values, which were very much about compassion for 
older people, respect for seniors and their families, and working 
together as a team. 

TFR: What are the benefits of being part of an international 
franchise network?

MW: It’s important to remember that ageing is a global 
phenomenon; the need to look after people is completely 
universal. One of the benefits of an international framework 
is that we can learn about aged care systems from all around 
the world. It’s not like you’re having a burger, and a burger 
is the same from country to country. In terms of ageing, one 
of the biggest influences on business is the difference in 
the government systems throughout the world, which have 
a massive role in determining how care is provided. We’ve 
been able learn from all 14 countries in which Home Instead 
operates, and we were then able to influence the Australian 
Government, to some extent, about how we thought care 
should be provided to seniors in Australia. 

TFR: Was there any particular experience, case study or 
example that had a major impact on how you go about 
business at Home Instead?

MW: In the United States, the government has shaped 
aged care in a way that gives consumers choice. It’s a very 
commercial and open market, so there’s a lot of competition. 

Feeling at home with 
aged care

BY PAMELA SMITHERS

Home Instead Senior Care owner and franchisor Martin Warner (right) with his wife, Sarah Warner (left)
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A large portion of the funding goes directly to consumers, who 
then have choice over how their funds are spent. Australia is 
changing now, but when we started the business, clients had 
no control or choice over the services they were receiving, and 
clients and their families were very frustrated by not having the 
level of choice that’s available elsewhere. 

TFR: How important are people to Home Instead Senior Care, 
and what are you looking for in a franchisee?

MW: The nature of what we do is all about people. We aren’t 
producing a product; everything is about a service, so what’s 
particularly important from the starting point is trying to get the 
right person who fits our culture, which is very much about 
compassion and quality of service. We want owners to take the 
lead, and to share their hearts and build trust. We’re looking for 
people who can understand what it’s like to be looking after an 
older person, and the challenges they and their families face; 
someone who wants to make a difference in people’s lives, who 

wants to get involved in a business that is very stimulating and 
very challenging, but that has great meaning. 

TFR: What is the process for meeting or hiring franchisees?

MW: It starts with an enquiry over phone or email, and I 
respond with initial information to help people understand 
what we do. We have a conversation – simple as that. It’s 
about trying to help franchisees understand what this is about, 
because we’re not in a retail environment where you’re just 
serving over a counter. Initially, it’s about helping franchisees 
understand that we need to establish an office and eventually 
employ a large number of people, and that franchisees need to 
be part of their community.

TFR: Once people have reached the end of that process, what 
kind of support do you provide franchisees?

MW: One of the first things we do is we assist new franchisees 
to start up their business. That may sound basic, but most 

Image courtesy of Home Instead Senior Care
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people don’t have experience in starting their own business. 
So, we have a pre-training program, which helps franchisees 
understand everything about actually establishing a business 
and how to set up a company, a training entity, bank accounts, 
office, insurance and so on. We then assist franchisees to 
identify a location for their office, and then we follow up 
with ongoing visits and telephone support. Networking is an 
important component of what we do; we actively become part 
of the community and visit hospitals, doctors and professionals. 

TFR: What have been your biggest successes at Home Instead 
Senior Care to date?

MW: I think our biggest success is that we’ve managed to build 
a business system and network of owners without being involved 
in the government system. Because we didn’t agree with the lack 
of choice, flexibility and control that comes with the government 
system, we decided to provide our own level of care where 
clients could have that choice, flexibility and control. 

When we first started talking to people within the industry, 
almost everyone would [ask], ‘why would you do this, [when] 
the government pays for it?’. We said, ‘no, we just want to give 
people choices – we want them to decide what sort of services 
they want’. We answer the phones 24 hours, seven days a 
week, and it’s not a voice message or a call centre – the owners 
of the business will speak to you, and that kind of high-quality 
responsiveness is really one of the key things necessary to 
address people’s needs, which can arise at any time of the day 
or night. I think we’ve managed to demonstrate that, as much 

as the government provides services, there are many people 
who aren’t looked after by the government. 

TFR: What have been your biggest challenges so far, and how 
have you applied the learnings from these to grow and improve 
your business?

MW: The challenge has been that we were different, and 
people weren’t quite sure about the quality of the service that 
we’d be providing because we didn’t need to be government 
accredited. So, our challenge was to demonstrate to, for 
example, hospital discharge planners, social workers, doctors 
– anyone who would have a need to find care for a senior – 
the quality of the care and caregiver training we provide. We 
actually wrote our own training course for our staff, which then 
became a national qualification. 

TFR: What is the future for Home Instead Senior Care? 

MW: One of the things that’s happening for Home Instead is 
that we’re becoming very much a global organisation. When 
we started, we were more like an American organisation, 
which had different, locally owned networks around the world. 
We’re working much harder now to become a truly global 
organisation by working closely with our partners. We share a 
lot of information so that we can provide the kind of quality care 
at the local level that’s required around the world. I think we’re 
quite unique as an organisation in doing that – I’m not aware of 
any others that have the same kind of global stretch, and that’s 
actually very stimulating, enjoyable and unique.    

Image courtesy of Home Instead Senior Care
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LJ Hooker implements new strategies to 
ensure all-round satisfaction – from the 
customer, right up to the franchisor. 
 
Buying or renting a property is known to be one of the most 
stressful life events that a person can experience. For real 
estate agents, it’s always important to ensure that everything 
runs smoothly so that the customer–agent relationship remains 
a positive and productive one.

Real estate network LJ Hooker felt that there was a disconnect 
between customers and the agents – a problem that it believed 
was industry wide – and decided to conduct an overhaul of 
its customer service system. It wanted to get to the core of 
what the business needed to do to create an even stronger 
connection between its agents and its customers, and to 
cement itself as the number one customer experience brand.

‘Selling a property or buying a property is up there as one of 
the most emotionally challenging events; it’s a highly complex 
process that draws on the skills and experiences of the agent 
where no one transaction is the same,’ says Grant Harrod, LJ 
Hooker CEO. 

‘The original founder of LJ Hooker, Sir Leslie Joseph Hooker, in 
the 1920s, said:  “It’s not about property, it’s about people”.

‘Our business is 100 per cent a people business … whether 
it’s [our customers], people in our network, or people in our 
corporate team, so much about what we do is around helping, 
supporting, building and developing people.’

Keeping everyone satisfied
In May 2015, LJ Hooker conducted an extensive consumer 
survey to deep dive into understanding customer needs and 
their real estate services journey, and the opportunity for LJ 
Hooker. The results, says Harrod, were compelling.

Making people their 
business

BY CLAIRE GAYNOR

LJ Hooker CEO Grant Harrod
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‘The one big underlying message [from] consumers was that 
while they valued the role of real estate agents, they saw room 
to further improve the experience.

‘The real estate industry, like many service industries, has 
a tendency to be more focused on the transaction than 
understanding the challenges customers are experiencing. At 
the base level, it doesn’t seem like a hard thing to do, but it’s 
about changing cultures; we recognised this wasn’t just going 
to be about more training or putting in different systems – this 
was about changing behaviours and attitudes.’

With these results in mind, and in the interests of becoming 
a more transparent business, LJ Hooker then implemented 
the independent RealSatisfied performance evaluation and 
customer satisfaction platform. RealSatisfied is designed to 
provide its customers with a voice to share their experiences – 
good or bad – in the sale, purchase or renting of their home.

‘We knew we needed to get on a journey, and that we had to 
align our culture to being “customer first”,’ he says.

RealSatisfied has proved highly successful, with more than a 
third of customers taking the time to share their experiences. 
Harrod says this level of engagement has already helped them 
to implement a new service, called LJ Hooker Assist.

LJ Hooker Assist is designed to ‘extend the brand experience’ 
by making the moving process easier for customers. It acts 
as a concierge service, helping customers connect their new 
home to all of their utilities, including power and internet, 
right through to other services including insurance, while also 
helping them get the best deal.

Encouraging and educating franchisees to lead
To roll out these new initiatives, LJ Hooker has ensured 
comprehensive training of its franchisees. ‘We’ve added more 
customer experience–based training to our training modules,’ 
says Harrod. ‘Sometimes, it’s just as simple as calling 
someone back when you said you would. It seems simple, but 
often it’s the simple things that don’t get done, that creates a 
poor experience.’

Harrod says that encouraging and training agents and office 
principals to lift the industry’s culture and interaction with 
customers was one of the most crucial steps in the process. 

‘The most important thing [for our offices] is going to be 
leadership,’ says Harrod. 

‘We’ve agreed collectively [to be] brand custodians, so that 
us, as corporate, and all of our franchisees, who are heavily 
invested in the brand – some of them have been with the brand 
for 30 years – [have to think about] how we want our brand 
to be seen. We’ve spoken with customers, and we’ve got their 
feedback; we can see where the opportunities are, and we can 
see where the challenges are for the industry.’

Harrod says that LJ Hooker is also changing the language 
of the business, and likes to treat their franchisees like 
‘customers’, too. ‘They are our customers, and if we can 
take them on a journey demonstrating great leadership and 
customer focus, they will be empowered to act the same way. 
Like all customers they have choices, so we constantly work to 
make sure they feel valued and respected,’ he says.

Another way their corporate office keeps everyone focused 
on the customers is by ensuring their executives are also 
measured on their engagement levels with the LJ Hooker 
network. ‘It’s all very well for us to say [to our franchisees], “you 
need to do a better job”, but you need to demonstrate that from 
the corporate office,’ says Harrod. 

Harrod says that overall, LJ Hooker is making measurable 
inroads into achieving its ‘big, hairy, audacious goal’: to become 
the number one real estate brand for customer experience. 

‘Ultimately, what we are doing is having an impact,’ he says.

‘At the end of the day, the best measure is growth. We’ve done 
a really great job of delivering on our promise; we’ve seen 
improvements in our market share over the last 12 months, 
and that’s a key marker for us.

‘This is a journey that we are committed to [undertaking] for a 
very long period of time.’   

The real estate industry, like many service industries, has a tendency to be more focused on 
the transaction than understanding the challenges customers are experiencing. At the base 
level, it doesn’t seem like a hard thing to do, but it’s about changing cultures; we recognised 
this wasn’t just going to be about more training or putting in different systems – this was 
about changing behaviours and attitudes
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Minor DKL has been showing success 
at every turn. From its recent win at the 
National Retail Association’s Excellence 
Awards, to its signing of the Fair Work 
Ombudsman’s Proactive Compliance Deed, 
the company has used its passion for 
people to make itself an employer of choice. 
The Franchise Review discussed all this, 
and more, with General Manager of People, 
Tammy Ryder. 
 
The Franchise Review: You have extensive experience in the 
franchising industry. What led you to Minor DKL?

Tammy Ryder: When I was approached, it was really the brands, 
the people and the culture that attracted me to the role. The 
brands are something that I can be really passionate about. 

I believe you’ve got to 
have your heart in your 
work, and your work in 
your heart, and when I 
look at our brands – The 
Coffee Club, Ribs and 
Rumps, Groove Train, 
Coffee Hit and Veneziano 
– they stand for service, 
integrity, value and 
wholesomeness, and are 
places where you join 
your family and friends 
over a meal or coffee. 

I was already a customer 
of many of our brands, 
and I thought, that’s 
something that I could 
be passionate about, and 
that I could stand for as 
well. As I’ve gotten to 

Making the right 
choices

 
AN INTERVIEW WITH TAMMY RYDER, GENERAL MANAGER – PEOPLE, MINOR DKL

Minor DKL General Manager – People  
Tammy Ryder

Image courtesy of Minor DKL
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know the business, it has really shone through in each brand 
that the people and culture set them apart. 

From the values of the founders, Emmanuel Drivas, Emmanuel 
Kokoris and John Lazarou, to the partnership they have 
with Minor International, I think we’ve got the best of both 
worlds. The history of the families that built The Coffee Club 
brand, a lot of corporate bench strength, and a drive for 
accomplishment that comes from Minor DKL makes it a really 
good balance of corporate and entrepreneurial.

TFR: What does your role as General Manager – People entail? 
What are your greatest challenges?

TR: I think it depends on what day of the week you ask me 
that question! So, in a core sense, I lead a team of HR, training 
and coffee professionals that support our core brands. We 
also assist the Minor DKL support team – so, all the corporate 
support departments and business units. I see our team’s role 
as to provide systems, processes, structure and innovation 
to aid people in achieving their goals within the business. 
We’re responsible for everything from franchisee and staff 
training, through to HR compliance and the support of HR and 
training activities within our stores. It makes life interesting and 
challenging, and no day is the same, but that’s actually a really 
good part of my role – I like the interest, I like the challenge, 
and I like the diversity and opportunity. 

I think the greatest challenge in my role is probably the size 
and breadth of our business. Each day, we have different 
initiatives and different challenges; with our businesses and 
brands at different stages of their life cycles, they’re requiring 
different levels of support and innovation. Then, you’ve got the 
metrics ... The Coffee Club has 300 stores, and then you’ve 
got Ribs and Rumps with 12 stores, so the size and the scale 
changes a lot, as well. 

TFR: How important are people to the franchising sector?

TR: I don’t want to sound clichéd, but our people really are 
everything. You could have the best concept, the best brand 
and the best product or service in the world, but if you don’t 
have the right people with the right skills, who are aligned to 
the goal, then you’re not going to be able to execute it. I was at 
a breakfast this morning at which Anthony White spoke [Terry 
White Group CEO] and said, ‘every year is now a dog year, and 
we need to put seven years of work and ideas and execution 
into one’, and I really agree with that. You know, things are 
happening faster than ever before – it requires your people to 
be agile, it requires you to be able to see opportunities in the 
marketplace, and be able to jump on them and execute them. 

I believe in our business, our people, and the focus that our 
support team has on supporting our passionate franchisees. 
We’re very much a franchising group with a lot of mum and 
dad owners, and in their businesses every day, they’re up 
to their elbows in sinks, making coffees, serving customers 
and preparing food – so, having the right people with the 
right mindset is absolutely critical, and by getting this right, it 
enables us to deliver our brand promise to our customers.

TFR: You were recently named a HR Practitioner of the Year 
finalist in the National Retail Association (NRA) Excellence 

Awards – congratulations. How do you ensure best practice 
as a franchising HR manager, and what do you think people 
managers can do to ensure that they are always working in 
everyone’s best interests?

TR: At Minor DKL, we have a different approach to some of 
the HR functions in the franchising sector. I grew up in the 
franchising sector, starting out as a crew member at Hungry 
Jack’s, so I worked at the coalface, serving customers at the 
counter, then grew through the organisation via various roles 
right up to the boardroom. I therefore have a different approach 
to HR, and that has influenced how we approach it here at 
Minor DKL. People join us because they want to be in business 
for themselves, but not by themselves; they want support, 
knowledge and know-how, and I believe as a franchisor, we 
have an obligation to provide that to them. I also believe that it 
may be their business, but it’s also our brand, and so we have 
an obligation in helping them get it right as well.

Thus, we have a very different approach to HR. We were one 
of the first groups to sign a Proactive Compliance Deed with 
the Fair Work Ombudsman (FWO) last year, which means that 
we have actually turned over all our systems and processes 
to the Ombudsman to show that they’re compliant, and seek 
feedback from FWO. In turn, we propose a culture of education 
and compliance, providing our franchisees with the tools 
and resources, so that they can not only be compliant with 
workplace laws, but also be an employer of choice. This works 
for us – we have a great relationship with our franchisees, 
we view each other as partners, and each party has a role to 
play. They call us if they have any issues, queries, concerns 
or problems. We work with them, we work with their staff to 
resolve those things, and ensure people are compliant; we 
work to build trust and understanding, and to aid them in 
building better relationships with their team. We have a great 
relationship with the Ombudsman’s office – they’re great at 
supporting us, and franchisees can ask if they’ve got questions 
or queries, without any sort of fear of ramifications.

TFR: Minor DKL was also named Employer of the Year at the 
NRA Excellence Awards – what does the company do to show 
that it values its franchisees, and how does this carry through to 
the success of its franchises? 

TR: I think the big thing that we do to show that we value our 
franchisees is our ‘we care’ approach. Our franchisees have 
a dedicated number that they can call, and speak directly to 
one of one Franchisee Care team, whose whole focus is to 
support the franchisee in solving their query, or finding them 
the right person in our team that can solve their question. 
Being a franchisee is 24 hours a day, seven days a week, and I 
think sometimes there’s the possibility for people to feel alone, 
or to feel challenged by what’s going on in the business. But I 
believe that our franchisees don’t feel that way, because they 
can contact us at any time.

We also talk to our franchisees a lot about it being ‘a three-way 
partnership’: there’s the brand, there’s the support team and 
there’s the franchisee. It’s not about one group succeeding at 
the expense of others, or decisions that only suit one of those 
three parties. Things have to work so that we can actually all 
achieve the results, and win together.    
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'Culture' is to the past five years of commercial vernacular as 
'disruptive' will be to the next few years. Buzzwords aside, 
positive workplace culture has arisen in modern business life 
as a critical component of success. Back In Motion, like most 
good franchise systems, has afforded culture a significant 
place in our organisation, and we pride ourselves on being a 
company founded on strong values and operating in a positive 
cultural space.   

It wasn’t always this way. In 2013, our support office imploded. 
Up until that point, I would have said that we had an enviable 
workplace culture – indeed, we would regularly spruik culture 
as something we had down pat; something that set us apart 
from others. It turned out, however, that this was not the lived 
experience of most of our support staff.  

Showing significant courage, the support staff raised their 
concerns with the leadership team. They outlined how they 
felt excluded and undervalued in relation to the results they 

were delivering. In their eyes, the culture we prided ourselves 
on, that we felt was one of our greatest strengths, was bereft 
of authentic expression in the operations of our business – our 
culture was all smoke and mirrors.

It was a sobering moment. But we listened. And while we 
may not have had the culture we thought we did to rely on at 
that time, we did have a set of values (excellence, leadership, 
loyalty, integrity and significance) that we had agreed to 
demonstrate together in our working lives. 

So, led in earnest by our Group Director, Jason Smith, we 
embarked on a journey to redefine our culture. This was 
not going to be a simple tweak involving a warm and fuzzy 
sentiment hung on a wall in our reception area – we instead 
went deep, right to the core of who we wanted to be, and we 
set in motion a workplace revolution!

With a blank piece of paper, we rewrote our working world. 
We abandoned hierarchy, removed titles, smashed down 

The smoke and mirrors 
of workplace culture

Creating an authentic, inclusive and effective workplace culture (from a company that 
learned the hard way). 

BY BETH POCKLINGTON, SYSTEMS AND PEOPLE, BACK IN MOTION HEALTH GROUP
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walls (literally) to facilitate an open office environment and we 
defined a new culture where everyone was included. In the 
end, we established ONEteam™ – a simple but significant 
organisational structure where collaboration, leadership, safety, 
authority and accountability became the foundation of our 
commitment to good workplace culture.

We committed to operating with a united purpose to serve 
and support our health group, and we determined that we 
would exercise caution about becoming fragmented or diluted 
in our efforts to do so. In one sentence, ONEteam™ is a 
living ecosystem of self-led, highly collaborative and peer-
accountable colleagues who are equally committed to the vision 
and mission of Back In Motion.

In our experience, the process of cultural establishment 
involved:

• releasing people who weren't right for the group onto a new 
adventure

• removing hierarchy from our organisational structure

• restructuring our organisation to ensure cross-functional 
collaboration

• rebuilding trust, repairing relationships and restoring faith in 
each other

• redesigning all of the day-to-day interactions to encourage 
360-degree participation. 

Homogeneity is, for all the right reasons, one of the hallmarks 
of a strong franchise system. I believe that the important 
distinction is, however, in the treatment of people. In this 
instance, viewing our support staff as a homogenous group was 
inherently flawed. Of all that was learned through our cultural 
catastrophe, the single most important lesson (to me, at least) 
was that where I, like many, had been taught to treat others in 
the way that I would like to be treated, I came to see that it is 
far kinder culturally, and intensely more effective commercially, 
to treat others the way that they would like to be treated.

For Back In Motion as a team, this meant, and continues 
to mean, posturing ourselves in consideration of the natural 
strengths, talents and internal machinations of each member of 
our support team. This intentional ‘put-yourself-in-their-shoes’ 
mentality has worked to facilitate an environment where every 
team member feels safe and empowered to make their best 
contribution. As peers, we can contribute to releasing the very 
best of each other, because we take the time to get to know 
each other. 

A colleague who joined our team recently commented that, 
compared to other workplaces, our culture provides a genuine 
opportunity, if not expectation, to lead and challenge the 
status quo.  I take great pride in that feedback, as I think the 
lived experience of our team today indicates that the open-
mindedness, agility and strength that we set out to achieve has 
indeed become our reality.

It goes without saying that in today’s marketplace, the pursuit 
of genuine, positive workplace culture is imperative. The 
millennial generation demand it, and a multitude of studies now 
demonstrate evidential proof that productivity is enhanced

in businesses that have a good workplace culture. Beyond 
the purely commercial benefits, there is also a component 
of employee wellbeing that is attached to a positive working 
culture. Worldwide research conducted by Right Management 
in 2009 found that when employee health and wellness is 
managed properly, the percentage of engaged employees 
increases from seven per cent to 55 per cent. This research 
also found self-reported creativity and innovation increases 
from 20 per cent to 72 per cent.   

Three years and some months after the implementation of 
ONEteam™, that season of cultural upheaval stands as one 
of the most challenging, but without doubt one of the most 
insightful experiences of my professional life. Like others, we 
now recruit intentionally based on the right cultural fit. We are 
also tenacious when it comes to holding ourselves accountable 
to its parameters. In his keynote address at the 2016 National 
Franchise Convention, David Morrison OAM asked the question 
‘are you captive to your culture?’. And, if you are, and if that 
culture is negative, are you prepared to unleash a workplace 
revolution on your team? At Back In Motion Health Group, we 
did – and the rewards have been indescribable.     

Beth Pocklington
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Each day in my role with HR Central, I 
am asked many different questions about 
people and the workplace. 
 
Some questions are the standard type: ‘I have an issue; how 
do I resolve it?’. These are the transactional people issues that 
most companies deal with on a day-to-day basis.

I then have some people who ask me, ‘What is it that I should 
be preparing for now?’ or ‘In your experience, what are the 
most important elements to get right in a company?’.

I typically respond with this: get your recruitment right, and 
minimise the day-to-day distractions that occur as a result of 
not managing your people issues the right way. This will ensure 
that you have the right start to undertake all the people-related 
activities that really make a difference to your business growth. 

If some of you disagree, hear me out: think of how much time 
you have had to spend dealing with a performance issue. 

Many people who engage in recruiting are either not 
skilled, or don’t know the business well enough to direct 
the right candidates to the job. The series of questions 
typically asked are often so well known by a ‘seasoned’ 
candidate that they could email the answers to you before 
the interview even commences.  

The recruiting and interviewing process is so critical because 
you need to see how the candidate reacts with what I term 
‘being put off balance’. Generally, interviewers say, ‘Tell me 
something good about yourself’. I prefer to ask, ‘What would 
your current manager say were the things you performed badly 
at?’ or ‘What have been your biggest work-related mistakes?’.

Then it might be, ‘Tell me the worst project you managed or 
were involved with’, or something similar to see how honest 
they are about their weaknesses – it’s the weaknesses you want 
to identify before they start, because they are what you will 
need to manage if there is a problem.  

You might also want to lead a discussion around the answer 
to ‘What is it you dislike most about your current role or 
manager?’. Chances are, if they have issues now, then those 
same issues will follow through to the next job.  

Most people do reference checks after an interview. Try doing 
them before you meet the candidate, so that you can get some 
specific examples from the referees of where and what the 
employee needs to improve on in their day-to-day role. You can 
then put these to the candidates to see if they are aligned – in 
many cases, they are not.

Another essential point to consider is when to seek assistance 
from recruitment agencies. If you go down this path, it is vital 
that you choose a reputable, experienced company. First and 
foremost, they should have a vested interest in seeing a positive 
outcome (i.e. finding the right candidate for you), to help your 
business move in a forward direction. You need to ascertain 
how truly objective they are in presenting the candidates to 
you, and question whether they really know your business 
sufficiently well to ensure not only that the candidate’s skills 
match, but that there is a proper fit between the candidate 
and how your business operates. Otherwise, it can be a 
useless waste of your time and money. If you do your research, 
however, recruitment agencies can save your business and 
take a lot of the stress away for you.

The link between recruitment (if you don’t get it right), and 
people issues is that often when you hire an unsuitable 
candidate, the time spent managing the issues they create 
becomes distracting from the day-to-day objectives of the 
business. It’s the performance management sessions, it’s the 
other employees complaining about lack of performance and, 
directly, it might be the unhappy customers!

People: a true 
investment

BY MICHAEL O’SHAUGHNESSY, PRINCIPAL HR SPECIALIST, HR CENTRAL – A PARTNER OF  
THE FRANCHISE COUNCIL OF AUSTRALIA

Michael O'Shaughnessy
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Allowing the small issues to become larger issues than they 
should be is what needs addressing. If they can be resolved 
on the spot, it can prevent what is often termed 'the snowball 
effect'. What seems to a manager to be trivial, or not required 
to be treated with any level of urgency or attention, is more 
often than not a highly sensitive issue to the employee affected. 
An indifferent approach from management can lead to the 
snowball effect. This snowball effect is something I draw on 
a lot when I speak to organisations. It is simple, yet indicates 
what can happen when you don’t invest in people.

Headache coming your way
When a small grievance grows, the disgruntled employee 
can have the opportunity to seek advice and support from a 
third-party organisation, like the Fair Work Commission or a 
trade union. What you are then faced with is another body 
getting involved in your day-to-day business, which, in turn, 
becomes yet another (but larger) distraction from what you 
do best – which is to run the business, serve customers and 
make a profit!

So, my advice is this: treat any employee issue with sensitivity. 
It doesn’t mean that you have to say yes, or agree with them, 
but give the individual the proper respect of allowing them to 
put forward their point of view and of providing a response. It is 

usually the lack of a response, rather than the response itself, 
that is at the heart of the issue when employees seek counsel 
from external providers.

To some, this may all sound simple, and to others it may sound 
overwhelming. I know that, in reality, this path is harder. But 
being proactive from the start saves a lot of time and worry in 
the future. What I recommend, as a professional that advises 
businesses daily, is the following:

• Take the time to get the recruitment right – seek help from 
professional, bona fide HR businesses that can help make 
sure you get the candidate who is the right fit for the job

• Address the day-to-day issues quickly and with respect 
when they come up – this will then give you time to spend 
on areas like training and development, and properly linked 
reward and remuneration programs that can really make the 
difference to you and your employees

• Get the foundation right, and the rest can be built upon 
with knowledge – like building a house, it’s the foundation 
that is going to last and provide you with the solid 
structure you need. Remember, your people drive your 
business. Don’t ignore them, because it will be worse for 
you in the long run.   
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Walking through the open glass doors, 
the atmosphere was alive and buzzing. 
Delegates from all sectors of franchising 
walked in with a smile, the excitement 
and anticipation evident on their faces. 
Handshakes were made as coffee cups 
clinked against plates and friendly laughter 
bubbled from a far-off corner. There was 
the soft sound of feet shuffling. Close by, 
exhibitors in the hall continued to set up 
their stalls and talk to their teams, getting 
ready for a busy day of meeting people from 
all over Australia and creating new networks 
for the future. Welcome to the National 
Franchise Convention 2016 (NFC16).  

The inaugural NFC was held in Canberra this October, 
and was attended by more than 500 delegates. With an 
astounding program for attendees, the convention concluded 
with the MYOB FCA Excellence in Franchising Awards Gala 
Dinner, which recognised exceptional performers from within 
the franchise sector.

Opening the NFC16 was Bruce Billson, Executive Chairman of 
the Franchise Council of Australia (FCA).

‘I’m incredibly optimistic about the sector,’ said Billson. 

‘Never has there been a more significant opportunity for us; 
even with the challenges of the economy, people still have 
that sparkle in their eyes and fire in their belly for being in 
their own business. 

‘We know that most people contemplating entering into a 
franchise – a quarter of them are husband and wife – [are 
wanting] us to be as optimistic and ambitious as they are, 
and we are. But we need to keep sharing the story of why the 
franchise model is a great platform for enterprise success.’

Joint employer liability was an important topic, and the 
FCA took a dedicated, proactive approach to informing and 
supporting participants in the sector during the NFC16 by 
inviting Natalie James, Fair Work Ombudsman, to provide 
further insight into the concept and what it means to Australia. 
Billson acknowledged that the issue is one that affects and 
concerns the whole community.

‘It’s all about creating a more supportive entrepreneurial 
ecosystem, where enterprising men and women know the 
ground on which they stand, and can make good decisions,’ 
he said.

Innovation meets 
opportunity:  

the National Franchise 
Convention 2016

FCA Executive Chairman Bruce Billson
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Aptly themed ‘Innovation Meets Opportunity’, the program 
included inspiring keynote speakers such as Alex Malley, Chief 
Executive of CPA Australia and author of The Naked CEO; 
Megan Quinn, Co-Founder of the world's premier online fashion 
retailer NET-A-PORTER; Dr Sam Prince, Founder of Zambrero 
and humanitarian aid worker; Lieutenant General David 
Morrison AO, Australian of the Year 2016; as well as the Hon. 
Michael McCormack MP, Minister for Small Business, to open 
the keynote sessions. 

Peta Credlin, Sky News Australia contributor and former Chief 
of Staff, also attended and spoke to the audience, to a great 
reception. Growing up in a family that owned small businesses 
itself, Credlin knew firsthand the challenges and rewards in 
supporting the local economy, and she believes conferences 
like the NFC16 are important because they foster a community 
where knowledge is transferred and experiences are shared.

‘I think conferences like these are really important for people 
in franchising, because you need all the support you can to get 
your businesses off the ground and make it a success, and you 
really have to come here to build a network and participate. 
Ask a stupid question, because there is no stupid question – 
there is someone in the room who’s gone through the same 
experience that you have. Come away from it with a network 
and a support system when you’re back in your own business,’ 
said Credlin.

Catherine Monson, CEO of FASTSIGNS USA, was delighted 
to be in Canberra to present to the delegation, and was an 
enthusiastic supporter of the conference.

‘I’m really thrilled to be here at the FCA National Franchise 
Convention, and here’s why: it’s an opportunity for me to learn 

and for me to get better. The advice I give to my friends, and 
certainly to my team members, is to be at every single session 
that you can, take great notes, meet as many people as you 
can, collect their business cards… and the week you get back, 
reach out to the people that you’ve met,’ she said.

Monson is no stranger to conventions. Speaking to and 
inspiring thousands of people each year, she speaks with the 
grace of a professional, and the tenacity of a successful chief 
executive officer at the top of her game, who managed to turn a 
business around when the economy was at its lowest – which is 
why she thinks innovation is such a topical issue.

‘We live in a time that’s so exciting, because technology 
is changing so quickly, [which means] that we have the 
opportunity to do amazing things for our brand and to serve 
customers better. Technology is definitely a driver … [we need 
to] take a look at the competitive landscape, and make sure 
that we position ourselves way ahead of that.'

Monson said that one of the main challenges within 
franchising was getting franchisees to adopt innovation 
within their strategies.

‘[FASTSIGNS is] a great example... We’ve been working very 
hard to get our franchisees [into] digital signage… it looks like 
a big LCD board, and there’s been a lot [of] push back. It’s 
an important innovation, because we’re seeing huge growth 
in digital signage and we’ve had to really work, push, prod, 
encourage and even incentivise them with rebates to take that 
scary step to digital signage; so, that can be the challenge… to 
get people to adopt those new innovations, but it can be done.’

The NFC16 in full swing
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The NextGen in Franchising Global Competition
The NFC16 also showcased NextGen in Franchising Global 
Competition, a great initiative to support young entrepreneurs 
with a business model ripe for franchising. The FCA is uniquely 
positioned to play a pivotal role in attracting and developing 
future generations of franchising entrepreneurs.

The NextGen in Franchising provides the crucial link between 
future and established generations of entrepreneurs. It 
incentivises young people to take an active interest in the 
FCA business community, and is a major FCA investment 
in creating an innovative environment for professional 
development and growth.

NextGen in Franchising is the beginning of an evolving 
dialogue with young entrepreneurs to understand their overall 
professional development needs and their business goals, to 
empower them as business leaders for the future.

Three finalists from Australia competed to win a chance to 
represent Australia in 2017 at the NextGen competition for 
the International Franchise Convention in Las Vegas and be 
mentored by one of the FCA’s Hall of Fame members. Finalists 
included Rolld and Real Property Photography, with Salts of the 
Earth winning the coveted prize at the MYOB FCA Excellence in 
Franchising Awards Gala night.    

Drafting Issues with Franchise Agreements
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NFC16 THANK YOU

Partners

Sponsors

THANK YOU TO OUR PARTNERS The work of the Franchise Council of Australia, including the  
National Franchise Convention would not be possible without the annual support of our Partners.

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS The FCA gratefully acknowledges the support of the NFC16 
sponsors who have made this event possible. 

Breakfast Sponsor
Integrated Workforce Solutions (IWS)

Espresso Cafe Sponsor
Tourism New Zealand

Lanyard Sponsor
Cashflow It

Platinum Sponsor
Business Essentials

Networking Night Sponsor
Silver Chef

Gold Sponsor
Franchise Buyer

Gold Sponsor
Finn Franchise Brokers

Delegate Bag Sponsor
SourceLinx

Registration Desk Sponsor
Kwik Kopy Australia

Notebook Sponsor
Daimler Fleet Management 

Welcome Reception Sponsor
VIVA Energy Australia

Photo Booth Sponsor
TapSnap

FCA Excellence in Franchising National  
Awards Sponsor

MYOB

Multi-Unit Franchisee of the Year  
Award Sponsor

Cashflow It

Trophy Sponsor
Minit Commercial

Franchisor Social Responsibility  
Award Sponsor

National Convention Centre Canberra

Survey Sponsor
Ezisay

Keynote Sponsor
LINK Business Brokers Australia
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While research online and via email is 
important, most franchisees say that they 
need to meet franchisors face to face to find 
their perfect match. And there’s no better 
place to meet than at the Franchising & 
Business Opportunities Expo.

Expo attendee Steve Caleo drove from South Australia for the 
August Expo in Melbourne. ‘It’s good to compare franchises 
and listen to the seminars,’ he says, adding that he particularly 
enjoyed hearing from franchisees at the FCA panel sessions.

‘There’s no doubt that meeting face to face is the best way to do 
business – you want to know who you are dealing with,’ he says. 
‘Investing in a business, you are taking a risk, so you want to be 
sure. I think the fact that a franchise is exhibiting sets them apart 
from other businesses that you only find on the internet.’

In 2017, the Expo is celebrating 30 years, and it kicks off the 
year with the Sydney show on 25–26 March at the brand-
new International Convention Centre (ICC) Sydney. Featuring 
a striking contemporary design, leading technology and 
multipurpose spaces, ICC Sydney is located in the heart of the 
city in the active precinct of Darling Harbour on Cockle Bay.

‘It’s our 30th birthday, and we are celebrating with a fresh new 
look, plus an advice centre and central seminar stage,’ says 
Exhibition Manager Fiona Stacey. ‘Stand bookings are already well 
advanced, so I would advise exhibitors to not delay in contacting 
us to secure their preferred space at this stunning venue.’

The recent Melbourne Franchising & Business Opportunities 
Expo, held in August, was a great success, with a record 
number of exhibitors and thousands of visitors thronging the 
Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre.

Lenard’s used the Melbourne Franchising Expo to launch its new 
acquisition, Love Pollo, and was very pleased with the results.

‘This is the best way to launch a new brand that isn’t really well 
known,’ says Aroha Leigh from Love Pollo. ‘In one weekend, 
we have met more people than we could have hoped to reach 
otherwise. Now, we have more than a dozen good leads, and 
they are very serious.’

But the Franchising Expo is not just for launches and new 
businesses. Established brands also use the show each year as 
part of their recruitment campaigns. 

Stacey Gilbert and Les Coppin from Snap-on Tools say that the 
Expo has helped grow their business around Australia. ‘This is 
not a franchise for everyone – we pre-qualify beforehand, so 
meeting face to face is very important,’ says Gilbert. 

‘We had one guy in our system [who] was quite interested, and 
then he came to meet us at the Sydney show – that’s what got 
him over the line.’   

For more information, go to www.franchisingexpo.com.au. 
Contact Fiona Stacey for more information on exhibiting on 03 9999 5464 
or fiona@specialisedevents.com.au.

Franchising & Business Opportunities Expo 2017: 
Sydney: 25–26 March at International Convention Centre, Darling Harbour 
Perth: 7 May at Crown Perth 
Brisbane: 22–23 July at Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre, South Bank 
Melbourne: 26–27 August at Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre, 
South Wharf

Meet new recruits,  
up close and personal

Aroha Leigh from Love Pollo
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FCA Events  
Calendar

The Franchise Council of Australia holds numerous breakfasts, roundtables and 
education sessions across Australia. As a member of the FCA, you are entitled to attend 
some of these events free of charge, and some at member-only prices. Get more value 
from your membership through attendance and networking at FCA events.

Queensland

February
9 February:  Roundtable – How to protect your brand and  
 system

Western Australia

December
12 December:  WA Chapter Christmas ‘Bowls’

February
21 February:  Breakfast – The Science of Improving Profit,  
 Growing Customers and Reducing Stress

21–22 February:Education course – Franchisor Excellence  
 Masterclass

International

January/February
29 January – 1 February:  #IFA2017 Convention, Mandalay  
   Bay, Las Vegas

Victoria

March
28 March:              Cultural Diversity Breakfast

Events held by, and in conjunction with, the Franchise Council of 
Australia are designed to be informative and educational, along 
with providing ample networking opportunities. Meet franchisors, 
management staff and experts in the sector to discuss issues 
relevant to your brand and your career.

*NB – Breakfasts, forums, roundtables and education courses are being added to the national calendar all the time. To see the most up-to-date 
version of the calendar and register for events, go to www.franchise.org.au/event-calendar.html. 

The Official Online Directory of the FCA

8,000+ 
POTENTIAL NEW

FRANCHISE
ENQUIRIES*

DIRECTORY       EDUCATION      NEWS     EMAIL      MAGAZINE

*Based on phone/email 
leads Jan- Jun 2016.

Let Australia’s largest 
franchise media network 

assist your franchisee 
recruitment strategy

To capture your share of our marketplace - 
contact David Strong

david.strong@octomedia.com.au 
or phone 02 8224 8370

Visit the home of Franchising magazine online at FranchiseBusiness.com.au
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My journey started at around 12 years old, 
when I attended franchise expos and watched 
franchise agreements being bound in my 
father’s office. Franchising is such a big part 
of my life, to the point that franchising jargon 
is part of my daily vocabulary. 

During my time at university, I started doing part-time site/
lease analysis reports for clients. This led to my first role as 
Leasing and Franchise Recruitment Manager with Hairhouse 
Warehouse. I recruited for them for two years, and, as the 
group was growing rapidly, learned a lot along the way.

Looking back, I see that franchising was very different 15 years 

ago. The focus was on selling franchises. Today, it has become 

more critical to select the right representatives for the brand, 

and to find someone who is willing to take the brand’s vision 

to another level. Apart from the holistic side of franchising, the 

industry is far more regulated, and has grown into one of the 

bigger components of Australia’s GDP. 

This wave of change has also brought more young people to 

the scene, and we are moving forward because of this. It’s 

healthy to have a new perspective on how to approach things – 

and it’s exciting for the future of franchising. As a direct result 

of that, we are quicker to adapt to the latest technology, and we 

have a more sophisticated approach to marketing.

Life in franchising: 
attaining a CFE 

qualification
BY JAMES YOUNG, HEAD OF RECRUITMENT, DC STRATEGY

James Young (centre) with his CFE qualification
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In my opinion, the biggest challenge when I joined DC Strategy 
was to build a brand-new recruitment process with our 
new clients. It is critical to have the core steps in place with 
franchise recruitment, but it is also essential to capture the 
process of what makes the business unique. What is it about 
the people in this franchise that make it successful? I’ve found 
that the challenge and key to great franchise recruitment is to 
define what it takes to be successful, and protect the brand by 
recruiting only the perfect franchisees. 

DC Strategy started recruiting its first franchisee through this 
new process. It is truly rewarding when you see a concept 
or single-unit business model walk through the doors at DC 
Strategy and, six to 12 months later, grant the first franchise 
to a quality applicant. Knowing the work that has been done 
by the client to get their business into a position where it 
can be successfully franchised, and then finding the perfect 
franchisee, is very satisfying.

I discovered the Certified Franchise Executive (CFE) program 
two years ago during a trip to the International Franchise 
Association. The Association showed me how invaluable a 
CFE qualification can be. The program is highly respected by 

successful business owners and franchise experts worldwide, 
and it was the learning component of ensuring best practice for 
my domestic and international clients.

The most crucial lesson I learnt through my CFE is the 
importance of continuing to improve our industry – to 
continue to be an industry that is recognised as progressive 
and having high integrity, and to remind people of the positive 
impact that franchising has on our economy and society in 
general. The CFE program aims to increase the standards of 
franchise executives, and it has proven to be beneficial for 
both the firm and I. I’ve had new clients come on board who 
have mentioned that my CFE qualification helped them to put 
further trust in DC Strategy.

I encourage anyone who is interested in getting their CFE to 
just hurry up and do it! It’s definitely hard work, and if you are 
anything like me, with work as well as family (three kids aged 
four and under) it will be a large effort to manage – but it's 
certainly worth it. The Franchise Council of Australia has been 
amazing in supporting all of the executives who undergo the 
program, and guiding and pushing them when needed.   

Warren Ballantyne Managing Director Gutter-Vac

Matthew Brusi Operations Director San Churro

Laxman Bhardwaj Business Development Manager San Churro

Lee Moore Chief Operations Officer & GM Poolwerx

Maria Robinson State Manager Vic / Tas Bank of Queensland

Peter Fiasco Franchise Development Manager Hairhouse Warehouse

John Sanders CEO HydroKleen

Sharon Jurd Director HydroKleen

James Young Head of Recruitment DC Strategy

Deb Farnworth-Wood Managing Director Australian Skin Clinics

Lindsay Birley CEO Asia Pacific InXpress

Glen McKay General Manager InXpress

David Wilkinson Franchise Development Manager InXpress

CFE class of 2016

CFE Graduates of 2016. Image courtesy of the FCA
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Quest Apartment Hotels has unveiled 
a world-class training program that 
is specifically tailored to franchisees, 
positioning the iconic Australian apartment 
hotel operator as an industry leader in 
learning and development. 
 
The launch of the new Quest Academy took place in August 
at the 2016 Quest National Franchise Conference on the 
Gold Coast, where Quest CEO Zed Sanjana said that the 
development of Quest Academy was a natural progression as 
the company futureproofs the brand for continued success.

‘Franchisees are the heart and soul of Quest, and the drivers 
of our continued success. An investment in their future is an 
investment in the future of the Quest brand,’ says Sanjana.

‘We are constantly raising the bar as we maintain focus 
on service innovation, consistency and staying true 
to the Quest ethos. The $10-million rebrand in 2015 
strengthened our position among top-tier apartment hotel 
offerings, and we are backing this by leading the industry 
in learning and development.’

Quest Academy will deliver highly engaging and interactive 
training, combining classroom learning, e-learning and 
hands-on, live working environments. The Academy will 

be facilitated across three locations – Quest Abbotsford 
in Melbourne, Quest North Ryde in Sydney and Quest 
Woolloongabba in Brisbane. These locations provide for 
franchisees the crucial link between classroom learning and 
demonstrating skills in a live environment. 

The program’s first intake commenced in September 2016 at 
Quest Abbotsford, and was a resounding success. Franchisees 
can choose to complete the entire initial training course, or 
attend individual workshops according to their learning needs. 

‘A great deal of time, research and investment went into the 
development of this new learning framework – an extension 
of our existing platform. Quest Academy will provide each 
and every franchisee with the best available tools, knowledge, 
training and support to ensure continued growth throughout 
their entire Quest journey,’ says Sanjana.

Quest has designed the Academy to be relevant to both current 
and future franchisees, anticipating significant interest from 
existing franchisees seeking to further their expertise. Twenty 
new franchisees will be accepted into the network each year, 
after going through a rigorous seven-step approval process, 
with six annual intakes at the Academy. 

While the initial training and development of new franchisees is 
the foundation on which to build sustained business success, 
the Quest Academy will also be strongly focused on delivering 
ongoing training throughout a franchisee’s time in the network. 
True success as a franchise brand comes from highly skilled 

On a Quest for a new 
training program

BY SCOTT MCALISTER, GM – BUSINESS OPERATIONS, QUEST APARTMENT HOTELS

Quest Apartment Hotels West Perth
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and well-engaged franchisees executing the Quest business 
model, and having the opportunities to both continually 
sharpen existing skills and add new ones. 

As such, Quest Academy roadshows will also be conducted 
across the country throughout the year to ensure that 
training is available to the entire Quest network. These will 
comprise a mix of internally run workshops, sessions with 
external training providers and, importantly, an opportunity 
for Quest franchisees to come together to network, and share 
experiences and best practice. 

The Academy will also support the Quest Rising Stars 
Program, which is designed to underpin Quest’s long legacy 
of identifying and nurturing talent in the network, and 
preparing them to become future franchisees. By identifying 
future stars, and by meeting their training and development 
needs, Quest will build a strong base of potential business 
owners who understand the company's systems and values. 
Additionally, this provides a clear career path for those in the 
network aspiring to be franchisees, while preparing them for 
the real-life challenges of running a business.  

All of these initiatives required a significant investment in 
additional resources to meet the needs of a growing network 
– in fact, Quest has more than doubled the size of its Learning 
and Development team. The Academy combines industry 
experience with educational expertise, facilitated by a robust 
mix of senior corporate operational staff and past successful 
Quest franchisees. Quest National Learning leads the program 

in conjunction with Development Manager Fiona Drinkwater, 
who is an award-winning former franchisee herself.

‘A thorough, intuitive and holistic learning and development 
framework with a strong practical element is critical to driving 
network engagement and network performance. This goes 
beyond the initial training, as we seek to engage Quest 
franchisees in an inspiring environment of lifelong learning,’ 
says Sanjana.

‘Quest Academy will ensure the quality of our guest experience 
– an experience we have built our reputation on, as guests 
know they can rely on Quest franchisees to deliver a premium 
“home away from home” experience across the entire network.

‘The Academy has four primary goals: firstly, to create and 
transform the culture of Quest to become an industry leader in 
learning and development; secondly, to use training to fulfil our 
purpose as a franchisor of building and supporting the ongoing 
growth of successful franchise businesses underpinned by 
the Quest Business Format Franchise System; thirdly, to 
futureproof the Quest brand by focusing on service innovation, 
consistency and brand standards by raising the performance 
of the franchise network; and finally, to fulfil the initial and 
ongoing training needs of each and every franchisee.’

Sanjana adds: ‘We were very excited to welcome our 
franchisees into the first intake at Quest Academy this 
September, and look forward to seeing the program grow and 
develop over the coming year’.    

Quest Apartment Hotels Chatswood
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Recruiting quality franchisees
Many people who work in the franchise sector, particularly 
those involved in recruiting franchisees, treat a franchise like 
a product or a business deal. They want to close the deal, 
get the agreement signed and move on to the next prospect. 
The reality, of course, is that franchising is a long-term, highly 
interdependent business relationship, and picking quality 
partners is critical. 

Strategy #1: Ensure that all stakeholder groups are involved 
in the recruitment process. Different franchisor executives 
have different needs and priorities: franchise development 
managers need to hit their growth numbers; franchise training 
managers want to be briefed on the learning needs of trainee 
franchisees; franchise operations managers want to understand 
the personalities, goals and expectations of the people they will 
be supporting; and franchise administration managers want 
to ensure that all parties are signing the correct agreements 
and contracts in the correct order. I’d suggest that all these 
departments need to participate in the recruitment process to 
ensure a coordinated approach.

Strategy #2: Have a dedicated franchise opportunity website 
full of quality information. Franchisors are in two businesses: 
the customer business and the franchise business. It’s 
important to give the latter the priority it deserves, and have a 
dedicated franchise website containing detailed answers to the 
questions frequently asked by candidates. Quality candidates 
are unlikely to contact a franchisor if they haven’t been 
provided with enough information, or if the franchisor is using 
old-school sales tactics to purposely withhold information in the 
hope of enticing candidates to call.

Mentoring mature franchisees for performance
Our data shows that 53 per cent of franchisees have now 
owned their businesses for six or more years. In life cycle 

terms, business years are like dog years, where one year 
is equivalent to several human years. So, after six years, a 
franchisee and its business may well be heading for a mid-life 
crisis! Not surprisingly, it is around this time that a franchisee’s 
business will start to plateau. The franchisor’s job at this stage 
is to facilitate a reinvention process. 

Strategy # 3: Revisit franchisee motivations and goals. Because 
the franchisee’s life situation and goals will have changed, a 
focused conversation about their needs and aspirations can be 
useful. These discussions should be conducted with someone 
that the franchisee respects: normally a senior executive.

What you may not have 
learned in franchise 

school
BY GREG NATHAN CFE, FOUNDER, FRANCHISE RELATIONSHIPS INSTITUTE (FRI)

In this article, I’m going to share 10 strategies for driving excellence in franchise networks. 
These have emerged from our extensive research with more than 500 franchise networks, 
but they are, in my view, not discussed enough. 

FRI Founder Greg Nathan, CFE
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Strategy # 4: Provide adequate support throughout the 
reinvention process. The prospect of making fundamental 
changes to their business can be stressful for a franchisee, 
especially if this involves inconvenience, cost and risk. While 
they will have a lot of experience in the operational aspects of 
the business, they are likely to now need more support on the 
planning and development side of the business, especially if 
they are going into multi-unit operations.

Listening to franchisee feedback
Our standard franchisee satisfaction survey ends with 
an open question: ‘Do you have any messages for top 
leadership?’. Over the past 15 years, the most consistent 
theme from franchisee comments is ‘Listen to us, and consult 
with us more’. This makes sense when you consider that 
most franchisees have double the tenure of the franchisor 
executives who are leading them. 

Strategy #5: Ensure that the franchisor team understands 
the art of receiving feedback. While there is a lot of talk and 
training focused on how to give feedback, more attention 
needs to be paid to how it should be received. If you are a 
franchisor, be clear about the type of feedback you want, 
and how you intend to use it. Then remain curious, grateful 
and non-defensive when you get it. Finally, do something 
with the feedback. Don’t just listen and then ignore it, as this 
understandably breeds cynicism.

Strategy #6: ‘Close the loop’ when consulting with franchisees. 
If you are a franchisor, it makes sense to listen to franchisees 
before making important decisions that will impact them. But 
you also need to explain that, while seeking their input, you 
will make the final decision based on certain criteria. After all, 

how can you make a decision that will please everyone when 
there are 50 different opinions on a topic? Be sure to loop back 
to franchisees when you have made your decision, reminding 
them that you considered everyone’s views and followed the 
agreed process. We call this ‘closing the loop’.

Engaging franchisees with your brand
Because the franchisor team doesn’t usually deal directly with 
customers, the only way to ensure that customers consistently 
receive the right experience is to educate franchisees 
thoroughly about your brand. When I talk of your brand, I mean 
your reputation, which is different to your logo. 

Strategy #7: Constantly communicate in plain English what your 
brand stands for. Your messages need to be clear, simple and 
practical. Forget the fancy marketing jargon. Tell stories of how 
franchisees have delivered a customer experience that aligns 
exactly with what you want to be known for. Regularly give 
examples of how franchisees and their teams should ideally 
behave in the common situations they will face with customers, 
and why this is important.

Strategy #8: Teach franchisees about ‘the ripple effect’. Culture 
is the way things are habitually done when people come 
together – or ‘how we do things around here’. The biggest 
predictor of a good or bad culture is the quality of the leader. 
While the culture of the franchise network is the responsibility 
of the franchisor, the culture of each business unit is the 
responsibility of the franchisee. Educate franchisees on how 
their attitudes and behaviours create the culture in their 
business, which in turn impacts the attitudes and behaviours 
of their team, which then impacts the customer experience. At 
FRI, we call this ‘the ripple effect’.
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Maintaining leadership credibility

A surprising number of franchisor executives communicate 
as though their franchisees were in some way beholden to 
them. Franchisees who believe that their franchisor is trying to 
dominate them will resist and fight, creating an environment 
of negativity and distraction. Franchisors need to lead through 
influence, not through command and control techniques. 

Strategy #9: Practice the three principles of credible leadership. 
If you are a franchisor and are able to sincerely practice these 
three principles, I guarantee that your franchisees will follow 
you anywhere. Firstly, be honest and transparent in your 
dealings, sharing the why, what, when and how of all of your 
important decisions. Secondly, be competent, ensuring that 
your decisions are based on good information and are executed 
professionally. Thirdly, be caring, making sure that franchisees 
understand that you always have their best interests in mind. 

Strategy #10: Use the NEMO (Name the issue, show Empathy and 
help the person to Move On) process to help franchisees come to 
terms with change. Franchisors wanting to get franchisee buy-in 
on new initiatives – especially if these are unpopular – need to 
understand that most change involves loss. This can be associated 
with money, time, control, convenience or the loss of valued 
relationships. A simple, but powerful, process for encouraging 
franchisee commitment when they feel overwhelmed or stuck is to 
identify and name what they are concerned about, show empathy 
for this, and help them to find a solution. 

A special thanks goes to the Franchise Council of Australia for 
recognising FRI as the 2016 Supplier of the Year!    

Greg Nathan is a psychologist, author and founder of the Franchise 
Relationships Institute (FRI), a global thought leader in fostering profitable 
partnerships, and the 2016 MYOB FCA Excellence in Franchising Awards 
Supplier of the Year. For more information about FRI’s tools, publications 
and learning programs, go to: www.franchiserelationships.com.
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The recent adverse publicity relating to franchisee 
payroll compliance issues has created a serious 

challenge to franchising.

www.erstrategies.com.au/franchisorprotection

Tel. 1300 55 66 37

Employee Helplines | Payroll Compliance Audits | Telephone Advisory Services

Enterprise Agreements | Online Human Resources documentation

To understand how ER Strategies is already helping 
many franchisors to protect their brand based on 
independent industry standards, call us today on 

1300 55 66 37
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